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Preface

About This Guide
This guide provides information about how to perform administrative tasks such as creating and
updating users, create and adjust rules to mitigate the latest fraud trends, and monitor the traffic
on your website using the Web Threat Detection applications.

RSA Web Threat Detection Documentation
The RSA Web Threat Detection documentation set is comprised of the following documents:
RSA Web Threat Detection Installation and Upgrade Guide
Provides information about system requirements, compatibility and support, and how to install
RSA Web Threat Detection.
RSA Web Threat Detection Product Overview Guide
Provides a high-level overview of Web Threat Detection, including system architecture,
components, key features and functionality.
RSA Web Threat Detection Release Notes
Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as well as workarounds
for known issues. It also includes the supported platforms and work environments for platform
certifications. The latest version of the Release Notes is available on RSA SecurCare® Online
at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.
RSA Web Threat Detection Security Configuration Guide
Describes the security configuration settings, secure deployment and usage settings, secure
maintenance and physical security controls to ensure secure operation of the product.
RSA Web Threat Detection System Administration Guide
Provides information about how to administer Web Threat Detection once it has been installed
and configured. This guide is intended for users who make minor configuration changes,
monitor system performance and resources, update security certificates, or troubleshoot
system behavior.
RSA Web Threat Detection User Guide
Provides information about how to configure RSA Web Threat Detection, perform
administrative tasks such as creating and updating users and rules, and monitor the traffic on
your website using the Web Threat Detection dashboard.

Support and Service
RSA Link®

https://community.rsa.com/welcome

Customer Support
Information

https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customersupport

RSA Ready Community

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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RSA Link offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common questions and solutions to
known problems. It also offers information on new releases, important technical news, and
software downloads.
The RSA Ready Community provides information about third-party hardware and software
products that have been certified to work with RSA products. The community includes RSA Ready
Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions and other information about interoperation
of RSA products with these third-party products.

Before You Call Customer Support
Make sure that you have direct access to the computer running the software.
Please have the following information available when you call:
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l

Your RSA Customer/License ID

l

The RSA Web Threat Detection software version number

l

The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs

l

The file system used on the machine on which the problem occurs.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

RSA Web Threat Detection is a threat detection platform that helps you identify fraud and security
threats in real time and respond on the fly to potential threats.
Web Threat Detection exposes all online activity for each of your website's users in real time by
capturing all variables in each web click for visibility into online activity throughout the entire web
session, not just at the point of transaction. Web Threat Detection organizes clickstream data into
sessions that you can investigate at the IP address or end-user level. This visibility into each click
is the foundation of Web Threat Detection's ability to identify even the most sophisticated fraud.
With this level of granularity, you can see signs of fraudulent activities, such as the presence of a
second IP address or a change in the user agent, that would otherwise remain hidden.
Web Threat Detection tracks where the calls to the website originate, which user visits the
website, which pages they visit, and which transactions they perform. In addition to tracking end
user activity, the system also compares the end user's activities to the behavior that is normally
observed on the website, and notes a navigation flow that differs from normal website activity.
The data gathered by Web Threat Detection is used to calculate threat scores and to create
graphs and charts that visually represent threats to the website. Because the entire clickstream is
exposed and presented clearly, you can easily identify various attack types. In addition, the visual
representation of the attacks helps you to see patterns, nuances, and all of the data elements
related to the attacks. You can then use clickstream variables, threat scores and imported data to
configure rules that result in customizable realtime alerts and actions to catch more attacks than
what your existing processes and tools already catch.
Web Threat Detection allows you to import and export data for a more comprehensive view of the
threat landscape and to export data into external applications to contribute to a robust threat
detection solution.
l
l
l
l
l

RSA Web Threat Detection Applications................................................................................10
RSA Web Threat Detection Concepts and Terminology..........................................................11
Threat Scores........................................................................................................................ 12
User Interface........................................................................................................................ 13
Log On to Web Threat Detection Applications....................................................................... 16
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RSA Web Threat Detection Applications
RSA Web Threat Detection includes several browser-based applications.
Application

Description

URL

Forensics
application

The main user interface that allows you to view, analyze,
and investigate website traffic.

https://<hostname>

Administration
application

The administration application for managing Web Threat
Detection users, rules, and alerts.

https://<hostname>/admin.html

Configuration
Manager

Configuration Manager is a browser-based configuration
file editor in which you can make configuration changes,
configure your Web Threat Detection servers for optimal
performance, and push the changes to your production
environment.
Note: Making changes to the configuration could
break your Web Threat Detection implementation,
rendering it inoperative or ineffective. Many of the
configuration items presented in Configuration
Manager should not be changed without consulting
RSA Customer Support or your assigned Professional
Services Technical Lead or Threat Analyst.

Service Manager
(Scout)

The Service Manager application allows you to manage
the Web Threat Detection system services.

https://<hostname>:4448

System Manager

The System Manager application allows you to manage
certificates, view transactions, and access system
statistics.

https://<hostname>/system

l

https://<hostname>/config

l

https://<hostname>/cui/
index.html

Contact RSA Customer Support for user names and passwords to access these interfaces.

Configuration Manager
Configuration Manager is a browser-based configuration file editor.
Configuration Manager allows you to make changes to the configuration, describe the changes,
and save and push the changes. Configuration Manager provides the syntax, a basic explanation,
and examples for most configuration fields.
In a multi-tenancy environment, a global user with tenant management permissions can make
configuration changes either at a global level, to be inherited by all tenants, or for a specific
tenant.
Note: Making changes to the configuration could break your RSA Web Threat Detection
implementation, rendering it inoperative or ineffective. Many of the configuration items
presented in Configuration Manager should not be changed without consulting Web Threat
Detection customer support.
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RSA Web Threat Detection Concepts and Terminology
The following key concepts and terms are used in RSA Web Threat Detection.
Clickstream
The clickstream for an end user or an IP address is a list of all manual or automated URL
requests initiated by that end user or IP address. The clickstream provides the data elements
submitted and all actions performed by an end user or IP address so that an analyst can
determine whether or not the actions or data are potentially malicious.
Click Time
Click times appear on the end user and IP address profile pages, and refer to the time elapsed
between clicks. For example, if 40 percent of an end user’s click times are less than .5, this
means that 40 percent of the clicks performed by that end user had less than half a second
between clicks. Especially for end users, a very short time between clicks can be a sign that
the actions were performed by an automated process instead of by a person.
Client Profile
A type of data model and corresponding file format. The client profile documents forensic
statistics for individual clients over a time frame.
Concurrent Transactions
Transactions occurring during overlapping time. Web Threat Detection recognizes concurrent
transactions as a potential Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) attack where an attacker uses malware
that captures the legitimate end user's account information during logon. The attacker can
then log on to the end user’s account at the same time as the legitimate end user, and access
and alter the session information, for example, by transferring the money in the transaction to
a different account.
Geolocation Information
The geolocation information of an IP address is the approximate geographical location of that
IP address. Web Threat Detection uses a service to help identify the approximate location of
an IP address. Knowing the approximate location from which Internet traffic originates can
assist in determining whether or not that traffic is malicious. For example, often in a MiM
attack, two IP addresses are logged on to the same account concurrently from two different
geolocations.
Hit
A website hit is also known as a click. Any URL request to a server monitored by Web Threat
Detection is considered a click, including both human or end user interactions as well as
automated functions inherent in many websites. When an end user goes to a website or clicks
a link on a website, or the website is reached via an automated request, all of these actions are
recorded as hits.
Page
In Web Threat Detection, a page is defined as the information shown when a URL, usually a
website location, is requested by either an end user or an automated function. Every hit, or
click, to the website, either by an end user or by an automated process, is visible in the
clickstream view showing each page click of that website.
Payload
The payload is part of the transaction or the details about a particular click. A payload can
include information such as a user ID and password entered when an end user signs in to the
website, as well as any information entered into forms.

RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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Session
A series of client-server interactions (clicks) between the same end user or IP address and the
website.
Web Scraping
Web scraping is when an automated attack accesses many pages to collect large amounts of
data from many sources. For example, attackers will use web scraping on e-Commerce sites
to gather data about each of the products. Fraudsters use scraping to collect data as rapidly
as possible, increasing the velocity score during these sessions.
Threat Score
RSA Web Threat Detection assigns a score from 0 to 100 to the various types of activities on
the website. The threat scores are displayed in the Forensics application, giving you an
indication of the security status of the activities of an associated IP or user. Threat scores are
calculated based on the current activity on the site relative to the usual site activity. For more
information on threat scores, see Threat Scores on page 12.
Transaction
A transaction represents one click on a website. In HTTP, this definition includes a request
message sent from a client to a server, a response message sent from a server to a client, or a
request and the corresponding response. The Transaction section of the Clickstream and
Search pages shows the details about a specific click.

Threat Scores
RSA Web Threat Detection assigns a threat score to the various types of activity on the website.
Threat scores range from 0 to 100. A threat score is considered high when there is a significant
spike in the score relative to the usual score for the website. For example, a velocity threat score
of 65 would be considered high if the typical velocity threat score is 10, but not if the typical
velocity score is 50.
RSA Web Threat Detection includes the following types of threat scores:
Behavior
Page navigation of a particular end user that looks anomalous or suspicious compared to the
behavior of other end users is considered a behavior threat. Common activities that trigger a
behavior score include password guessing and site scraping. End users that have high velocity
threat scores, or high Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) or Man-in-the-Browser (MiB) threat scores
may also have high behavior threat scores because stolen accounts and high velocity end
users often tend to also exhibit anomalous behavior. However, these scores do not always
correlate. For example, an end user may not have a high velocity score but may have a high
behavior score due to password guessing. Another example of anomalous behavior is repeated
skipping of pages within page flows. Consider a fraudster who wants to register a series of
new accounts on a website. In an account registration flow, there are usually several pages.
On most websites, it is not necessary to click on every page in the flow. Instead, you can go to
the last page in the flow and enter all of the required information on that page. Fraudsters
often skip any extraneous pages in a flow to make their attacks more efficient. If Web Threat
Detection detects this repeated navigation pattern, it triggers a high behavior score.
Note: When evaluating behavior scores, the historical activity of an end user is not taken
into consideration. Instead, the end user’s current behavior is compared to the expected
behavior for all end users. RSA recommends that you use the Profile Timeline feature to
view historical behavior for a user.
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Man-in-the-Browser (MiB)
In a Man-in-the-Browser (MiB) attack, malicious code is installed on the end user’s browser,
usually in the form of a browser plug-in. When the end user logs on to the website, the plug-in
uses the end user's session and credentials to interact with the website in an invisible backend process. In a typical Man in the Browser (MiB) attack, malware runs on the web browser
and inserts itself between the end user and the website, sometimes altering what is displayed
and changing details of the transaction. Fraudsters can transfer money, send emails, or take
other malicious actions from the legitimate end user’s account. For example, a typical
transaction might include a transfer of funds. MiB attacks can alter the destination of those
funds and the amount transferred. These attacks can alter the information shown on the web
page, change payment amounts, and even change on-screen balances or statements to hide
the fraudulent activities.
Man-in-the-Middle (MiM)
Web Threat Detection considers concurrent access to a site by one account from multiple IP
addresses to be a Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) attack. For example, malware on a legitimate end
user’s device captures the end user's website logon credentials and delivers the credentials to
a fraudster. The fraudster then logs on to the website as the legitimate end user while the
legitimate end user remains logged on in parallel. If a fraudulent user steals account
information and logs on to the account after the legitimate end user, Web Threat Detection
does not consider it a MiM attack. If the attack occurs from a single IP address rather than
multiple concurrent IP addresses, the attack is considered a MiB attack. MiB attacks and MiM
attacks start the same way, but a MiB attack happens very early in the session because the
malware is usually activated when the end user logs on, and a MiM attack can happen at any
time during the end user's session.
Parameter
Web Threat Detection evaluates the parameters received by the web server for every web
server interaction. It creates models around what parameters are usually received and
generates a high parameter threat score when an unexpected set of parameters is seen. This
threat is often referred to as parameter injection. The Page Profile tab shows the parameter
threat score.
Velocity
The velocity score describes the speed between clicks. The faster the clicks, the more likely
the user is robotic. A low click time corresponds to a higher click speed, which can trigger a
high velocity threat score.

User Interface

RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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Dashboard Page
When you first log on to the Forensics application, the Dashboard page opens. The Dashboard
page shows you an overview of the traffic flowing to the site, as well as the recent incidents
affecting the site.

Global Navigator
Global Navigator, which is displayed at the top of every page of the Forensics application, allows
you to access any page.
The Global Navigator contains the following links:
Dashboard
The Dashboard page allows you to view site traffic and incident trends.
Alerts
Alerts are generated by rules that are created in the Administration application. When the
conditions specified in a rule are met, an alert is generated. The Alerts page shows you a
listing of alerts for both Hourly and Real Time rules.
Incidents
Incidents are a way of tracking and managing specific events that occur on the website.
Incidents allow you to view a queue of the events from the Incidents page and the Dashboard
page.

14
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IP Analysis
The IP Analysis page allows you to look at the details for IP address traffic and to drill down in
more detail for a particular IP address.
User Analysis
The User Analysis page allows you to look at the details for end user traffic and to drill down
in more detail for a particular end user.
Page Analysis
The Page Analysis page allows you to look at the details for web page traffic and to drill down
in more detail for a particular web page.
Reports
The Reporting feature provides visibility into alert volume over time.
Search
The Transaction Search page provides you with the ability to search through transaction
data.
Admin
The Admin link is visible if you have Administrator privileges. The link allows you to jump to
the Administration application to perform functions such as adding users, configuring rules,
configuring report templates, and creating alerts and incidents.
Help
The Help link provides you with context-sensitive online help for the page that you are
viewing. You can also explore the online help by clicking through the table of contents or
following the links to relevant references.
Search for IP/User
This search feature allows you to open detailed information about a specific end user or IP
address. This is helpful if you know the end user or IP address for which you want more
detailed information, allowing you to skip navigating via the Analysis or Clickstream pages.

Gear Icon
The gear icon provides you access to many functions in the IP Analysis, User Analysis, and Page
Analysis pages. Clicking the gear icon provides a menu of options. The options change depending
on which interface element you are viewing.
The gear icon allows you to:
l

Perform a WHOIS lookup for an IP address

l

Copy a user name, IP address, or page URL to the clipboard

l

Add a note

l

Go to the Clickstream page for the end user or IP address

l

Go to the User Analysis or IP Analysis page for the selected page.

WHOIS Lookup
You can perform a WHOIS lookup using the gear icon or the map feature.
You can perform a WHOIS lookup by clicking the gear icon on the following pages or sections:
l

IP Analysis page

l

User Details page
RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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l

Threat Groups page

l

User/IP Velocity and Behavior Groups

In addition, you can perform a WHOIS lookup using the map feature, by clicking on the dot that
represents the IP address and selecting WHOIS lookup from the pop-up in the following pages :
l

Page Analysis page

l

IP Analysis page

l

IP Details page

l

User Analysis page
Note: WHOIS lookup relies on external communication which often requires changes to firewall
configuration, and may not be allowed. If the firewall has not been configured appropriately, or
does not allow this kind of external communication, the WHOIS lookup will not return any
results.

Notes
You can view notes that have been entered for IP addresses, end users, incidents, and threat
groups.
You can create and access notes from the details pages for IP addresses, end users, incidents, and
threat groups. A note is correlated to the IP address, end user or incident and are not limited to the
hour that the event took place. An icon indicates if a note exists. For example, from the map view,
you can select a dot representing an end user or IP address, and see if there is a note associated
with that end user or IP address.

Log On to Web Threat Detection Applications
When a user logs in, the user interface varies based on the user permissions.
Procedure
1. In a supported browser, enter the URL for the desired Web Threat Detection application.
For more information, see RSA Web Threat Detection Applications on page 10.
2. In the Username field, enter the Web Threat Detection username .
3. In thePassword field, enter the Web Threat Detection password.
4. In a multi-tenant environment,
l

In the Forensics and Administration applications, in the Tenant field, enter the tenant
name or "global", depending on your permissions and the scope you would like to
access. For more information, see Multi-Tenant Environment on page 111.

l

In the System Manager and Configuration Manager applications, enter "global" in the
Tenant field.

5. Click Sign In.
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A user's permissions determine the activities the user can perform.
Users can be assigned multiple permissions depending on what roles they are expected to fill. For
example, you may want to assign a user both the System Configuration permissions and the Rules
Authoring and Reporting permissions, to create a “super user” to whom you assign all permissions,
or to assign a distinct permission to each user. This flexibility allows you to design the permissions
in a way that best fits the needs of the your organization.
If a user does not have permission for a particular role, the interface related to that permission is
not displayed when the user logs on. For example, if a user without the Rules Authoring and
Reporting permissions logs on to the RSA Web Threat Detection Administration application, the
Rules tab and the Reporting tab are not displayed.
l
l

User Permissions................................................................................................................... 18
Manage Users........................................................................................................................ 18
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User Permissions
The following table describes the user permissions and the accessibility for each role.
Permission

Description

Access

Analysis and
Investigation

For threat analysts whose primary
role is to investigate and analyze
website activity.

Forensics application.

Rules Authoring
and Reporting

For the advanced user who creates
the rules that trigger alerts and
incidents. In addition, this user can
create reports, which are displayed
in the Forensics application.

In the Administration application,

System
Configuration

For the system administrator who
can make configuration changes,
configure your Web Threat
Detection servers for optimal
performance, and push the changes
to your production environment.

l

the Rules tab

l

the Report Templates tab

l

the Threat Groups tab

l

The Configuration Manager
application

l

The System Manager
application

l

The Service Manager
application (Scout).

Tenant
Management

For the user who administrates a
multi-tenant environment.

Permission to add and delete
tenants in the Administration
application in multi-tenant
deployments.
If you are global user with tenant
management and user management
and/or rules authoring and reporting
permissions, the View Tenant field
in the Administration application
allows you to select either the global
view or any of the tenants for which
you have permissions.

User
Management

For the user who manages other
users.

The Users tab in the Administration
application.

Manage Users
You manage users and their permissions on the Users page of the Administration application.

18

l

To create a user, click + New User. Enter the required information in the fields and select the
permissions for the user, and click Add User. In a multi-tenancy environment, click View
Tenant in the upper right to ensure that you are viewing the correct tenant before creating a
user.

l

To delete a user, select the Delete box for the user, and click Delete Selected User(s).

l

To modify a user’s permissions, select the user and add or remove permissions, and click Save
Changes. For more information on the permissions available to different users, see User
Permissions on page 18.

RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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l

To modify a user’s password, select the user and enter the new password in the Password and
Confirm Password fields, and click Save Changes.

RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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Investigating Threats from the Dashboard Page

The Dashboard page allows you to view site traffic and incident trends. From the Dashboard
page, you can navigate to other parts of the Forensics application. The Dashboard page contains
the following components: Time Navigator, Weekly Score Trends, and Open Incidents.

l
l
l

Time Navigator ..................................................................................................................... 22
Weekly Score Trends............................................................................................................ 22
Open Incidents...................................................................................................................... 22
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Time Navigator
The Time Navigator shows the site traffic in weekly increments, and allows you to select an hour
within a day to view in more detail.
When you select a particular hour, the hour is displayed as a red bar on the Time Navigator, and
the details for that hour are displayed on the scores table and histogram below. You can view the
hour in UTC or local time set for your browser. You can collapse the Time Navigator if you need
more space to view other data.

Select a Time Frame in the Time Navigator
About this task
You can view the hour in UTC or local time set for your browser.
Procedure
1. To view the current hour and day, click the Latest Hour button.
2. To view a particular hour, use the arrows to navigate to the desired hour, use the drop-down
menu, or click a bar on the Time Navigator.
3. To view a different day, use the arrows to navigate forwards or backwards or open the
calendar to select a date.

Weekly Score Trends
Below theTime Navigator on the Dashboard page, the Weekly Score Trends section displays
user and IP threat trends for the website, including Man-in-the-Middle (MiM), Behavior, Velocity,
and Parameter threat scores. For a detailed explanation of each of these threats, see the RSA Web
Threat Detection Concepts and Terminology on page 11. The line chart corresponds to the time
frame shown on the Time Navigator. This helps you to see how spikes in activity on the website
may correspond to different types of threats. For example, you may see a large spike in activity on
the Time Navigator. This spike may correspond to a spike in MiM threats, behavior threats, and
velocity threats. The red vertical bar shows the trends for the hour that you select. As you drag
the cursor across the line chart, a white vertical bar displays the specific scores for each threat
score for the given time. This can help you to determine which threat scores you want to view in
more detail.

Select a Score to Investigate
Procedure
1. To select a score to view in depth, click the node for the score.
Results
The User Analysis or IP Analysis page for that score and time range opens.

Open Incidents
The Open Incidents section of the Dashboard page shows the most recent 150 open incidents
based on the system clock time, and summarizes the number of incidents for each priority level.
Incidents are a way to help you track and maintain a record of the anomalous behaviors that occur
on the site. For example, if you want to track fraudulent money transfers, you can create a rule to
22
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trigger when money is transferred from high value accounts and configure the rule to create an
incident when it fires. The incidents summary helps you to sort and prioritize the incidents that
have impacted the site. The incidents summary shows the incident name, priority, date, the IP
address or user that triggered the incident, as well as the status for each incident. You can also
hover over the incident number to view the incident insight. . From the Open Incidents section,
you can go to the Incident Details page for a given incident, or you can go to the Details page for
a given end user or IP address. Click Refresh to ensure you have the latest incidents.

RSA® Web Threat Detection User Guide
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Tracking and Managing Incidents

Using rules that you create in the Administration application, you can create incidents to capture
the details of an event that occurs on your website.
Incidents provide a way of tracking and managing these events. You create incidents with realtime
rules, separately from alerts. You can customize incidents and select which event details are
available at a glance. You can view a queue of the incidents from the Incidents and Dashboard
pages. After incidents are created, you can add notes, change the status, or mark incidents as
false positives.
l
l
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Managing Incidents from the Incidents Page
From the Incidents page, you can view the incidents queue on a single page.
About this task
You can modify the status of an incident, add notes, or select an incident to view in greater detail.
You can manage incidents in bulk by selecting a group of incidents and changing the status. You
can also use the incidents view to help tune rules or false positives by marking and tracking the
incidents that you designate as false positives. The default view shows the most recent
transactions based on the date and time that is selected in the Time Navigator, using the filter
conditions on the summary page. Incidents are sorted by the incident number that the system
assigns when the incident is generated. This means that larger incident numbers represent more
recent incidents. You can filter the incident view so that you see only the incidents that are
relevant to you, or you can search for a particular incident.

You can also hover over the incident number to view the incident insight (summary of the incident
event). To modify the status of an incident, select the individual incident and select a status from
the drop-down menu at the upper right of the table. Clicking the checkbox next to the Incident
column heading allows you to change the status for all your incidents. You can click Refresh to
view the most recent incidents as they are generated.
Procedure
1. To filter the Incident view, select the time and date from the Time Navigator, and select
the filter Created in the Selected Hour. Or you can select from the drop-down list of time
options.
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2. Select one or more of the following filters:
l

Incident number

l

Incident name (returns an exact match only)

l

Priority

l

User

l

IP address

l

Status (open, in progress, closed, closed (false positive))

You can add or remove filter options by clicking the (+) or (-). If you filter by more than one
instance of the same filter option (for example, priority = high, priority = medium), the filter
treats it as an OR operation.
3. Click Filter.
You can also include or exclude false positives in your search by selecting the False
Positives checkbox.
Note: In a multi-tenancy environment where the global superuser can see incidents for
all tenants, you can also filter by tenant.
4. From the list of filtered incidents, select an incident and change the status to any of the
following:
l

Open

l

In Progress

l

Closed

l

Closed (False Positive)

Working with an Incident
The Incidents Details page provides details about an individual incident and allows you to work
with that incident.

From the Incidents Details page, you can view the incident details to understand what triggered
an incident, or you can view the Clickstream page for the end user to see which pages the end
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user visited and which activities the end user performed. You can modify the status or add notes
to the incident.
The Incident Details page contains details about a specified incident. The Time Navigator across
the top of the page shows the date and time of the incident, and you can see how the traffic at the
time of the incident compares to the site-wide traffic for other hours and days surrounding the
incident. This helps you to visually identify a spike in activity.
In the Incident Details section, you can see details about the incident, including date, user, IP
address, the rule that triggered the incident, the priority and status of the incident. From the
incident details, you can also change the status of the incident or mark it as a false positive.
Below the Incident Details section, you can see the Clickstream for the end user who triggered
the incident. The Clickstream shows the clicks that occurred as the end user navigated through
the website. You can see the time for each click, the delta between clicks, the page name for each
click, and the velocity score for each click. You can also see if any of the clickstream markers were
triggered. To view the Clickstream, select Open Clickstream.

Add a Note to an Incident
You can add notes to the incident from the Incidents Details page.
About this task
Procedure
1. From the Incidents Details page, enter the text for the note, and click Add.

Change the Status of an Incident
You can change the status of an incident on the Incident Details page.
Procedure
1. From the Incident Details page, click Change Status and select the desired status.
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CHAPTER 5
Investigating IP Address Activity on the Website

The IP Analysis page provides details about the activity on the website for the top 100 IP
addresses in each threat score for a given hour.

The IP Analysis page contains the following sections:
Time Navigator
The Time Navigator allows you to view, at a glance, the trends for IP traffic on the website.
The Time Navigator shows the site traffic in weekly increments, and allows you to select an
hour within a day to view in more detail. To view the current hour and day, click the Latest
Hour button. You can select a different day by using the arrows to navigate forwards or
backwards. Alternatively, you can open the calendar to select a date. To select an hour, you
can either use the arrows to navigate to a different hour or click a bar in the graph. You can
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view the hour in UTC or local time. The hour is displayed as a red bar when it is selected.
When you select a particular hour, the details for that hour are displayed on the map, scores
table, and histogram, filtered by the threat score that you select. If you need more space to
view other data, you can click the Collapse button on the lower right side of the Time
Navigator.
Map
The IP Analysis page may display the Weekly Score Trends or it may show the map. If the
Weekly Score Trends is displayed, click the map icon to display the map. The map shows a
geographical view of site visitors. This allows you to view high-risk geographies or see where
clusters of activity are happening. The different threat scores are represented by different
colors on the map, and the intensity of the activity is reflected by the depth of the color. A
lighter color represents less intense activity, whereas a darker color represents more intense
activity. When you select a threat score, it is represented on the map and also in the table and
histogram below the map. From the map, you can click a dot to view the number of alerts,
users, or notes associated with the IP address. In addition, you can perform a WHOIS lookup,
or open the IP details for that IP address.
Weekly Score Trends
The IP Analysis page may display the Weekly Score Trends or it may show the map. If the
map is displayed, click the graph icon to display the Weekly Score Trends. The Weekly Score
Trends shows IP threat trends for the website, including Man-in-the-Browser (MiB), Man-inthe-Middle (MiM), Behavior, Velocity, and Parameter scores. The line chart corresponds to
the time frame shown on the Time Navigator. This helps you to see how spikes in activity on
the website may correspond to different types of threats. For example, you might see a large
spike in activity on the Time Navigator. This spike may correspond to a spike in MiM threats,
behavior threats, and velocity threats. The red vertical bar shows the trends for the hour that
you selected. As you drag the cursor across the line chart, a white vertical bar displays the
specific scores for each threat score for the given time. This can help you to determine which
threat scores to view in more detail. To select a score to view in depth, click the node for the
score, which will select the time in the Time Navigator and populate the Scores table with
the top 100 IP addresses associated with the selected score and time.
Scores Table
The Scores table shows the top 100 IP addresses for each type of score. For example, the
MiB score shows the top 100 IP addresses that received a high MiB score. You can drill down
on any user to view more details about that IP address. Clicking an IP address takes you to the
IP Details page. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a note, perform a WHOIS lookup, or
copy the IP address to a clipboard.
Histogram
The histogram shows the distribution of various threat scores across the different IP
addresses. The histogram is useful for showing spikes and common trends. For example, a
DDoS attack may show a spike in behavior for one user or a small cluster of users while others
show a normal distribution.
l
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IP Details
The IP Details page shows information about the specified IP address, including the location on
the map, associated threat scores, associated end users, and pages visited (sorted by number of
clicks). You can access the IP Details page by clicking any IP address in the Forensics application.

The IP Details page contains the following sections:
Time Navigator
You can use the Time Navigator, as on any other page, to select a time to view. On this page,
you can also expand the time range to view six hours, a full day, or a week.
Risk Indicators
Above the map, risk indicators provide an at-a-glance view of an end user or IP address that
allows you to determine areas that you may want to investigate further. Risk indicators are
icons combined with clear visual cues that allow you to quickly see the potential threats for
the selected hour. For more information about Risk Indicators, see Risk Indicators on page
70.
Map
The map shows a geographical view of site activity. This allows you to view high-risk
geographies or see where clusters of activity are happening. The different threat scores are
represented by different colors on the map, and the intensity of the activity is reflected by the
depth of the color. A lighter color represents less intense activity, whereas a darker color
represents more intense activity. From the map, you can click a dot to view the number of
alerts, users, or notes associated with the IP address. In addition, you can perform a WHOIS
lookup, or open the IP details for that IP address.
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Profile Timeline
The Profile Timeline runs down the left-hand side of the screen in the User Details and IP
Details pages. The Profile Timeline allows you to navigate the entire session history of an
end user or IP address, identify potential threats via visual cues, and access session
information (including realtime updates). You can access the Profile Timeline from the User
Details or IP Details section of RSA Web Threat Detection. For more information about
Profile Timeline, Viewing Session History with the Profile Timeline on page 57.
You can see the geographical location of the IP address on the map. If the IP address is a
member of a behavior group, you can click the behavior group icon to take you to the behavior
group associated with that IP address. You can also click the WHOIS button to perform a
WHOIS lookup for the IP address. The map displays a note or alert icon if there are notes or
alerts associated with the IP address.
Associated Users
The Associated Users table shows the end users associated with the IP address, and the
number of clicks on the website for each end user. You can click any end user to jump to the
User Details page for that end user. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a note, go to the
Clickstream page for that end user, or copy the user name to a clipboard. In addition, you can
export the data from this table to a .csv file by clicking the export icon.

Location Information
The Location Information table shows the location information for the IP address, including
country, region, and city.
Note: When traffic originates from an IPv6 address, geolocation data resolution reaches
only the country level. City, state, and zip information are not included in the geolocation
data when using IPv6.
Pages and Parameters
The Pages & Parameters table shows each of the pages that the IP address accessed and
the number of clicks for the given page. You can see the total number of clicks at the bottom
of the table. The table also shows the highest parameter score for the selected page (each
parameter has a separate score). Clicking the gear icon allows you to copy the page URL, add
a note, or go to the IP Analysis or User Analysis page for that page. Clicking the arrow next
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to the page name displays all the parameters associated with the given page and the score for
each parameter (sorted by score). Parameter scores are determined based on the frequency
that parameters are submitted. A high parameter score indicates that the parameter is rarely
submitted and is therefore much more likely to be an injected parameter. You can click any
page to jump to the Page Details for that page.
The Clicks per Page section displays the distribution of clicks and the speed for each click in
graphical format. This is useful because the faster the click, the more likely the user was
robotic. A low click time corresponds to a higher click speed, which may trigger a high velocity
score. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a note, go to user threats, or go to IP threats.
You can export the data from this table to a .csv file by clicking the export icon.
Alerts/Incidents
The Alerts/Incidents table shows alerts and incidents associated with the end user. You can
see the priority of the alert or incident, which end user triggered the alert or incident, the
associated page, the configured action and rule name, as well as the time stamp and source.
The Show Closed checkbox allows you to see the closed as well as the open incidents, so that
you can see all of the incidents associated with this IP address. You can export the file
in .csv format by clicking the export icon.
Notes
The Notes section shows the notes associated with the IP address. You can view the
associated notes or add a note. To add a note, enter the text that you want to associate with
the IP address, and then click Add.
Realtime Data
If realtime data is available, the Real-time link is visible. You can click on the Real-time link to
access the data.
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CHAPTER 6
Investigating User Activity on the Website

The User Analysis page provides details about user activity on the website.

The User Analysis page is divided into the following sections:
Time Navigator
The Time Navigator allows you to view, at a glance, the trends for user traffic on the website.
The Time Navigator shows the site traffic in weekly increments and allows you to select an
hour within a day to view in more detail. To view the current hour and day, click the Latest
Hour button. You can select a different day by using the arrows to navigate forwards or
backwards. Alternatively, you can open the calendar to select a date. To select an hour, either
use the arrows to navigate to a different hour or click a bar in the graph. You can choose to
view the hour in UTC or local time. The selected hour is displayed as a red bar when it is
selected. When you select a particular hour, the details for that hour are displayed on the map,
scores table, and histogram, filtered by the threat score that you select. If you need more
space to view other data, you can collapse the Time Navigator by clicking the Collapse
button on the lower right side of the Time Navigator.
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Weekly Score Trends
The User Analysis page may display the Weekly Score Trends or it may show the map. If the
map is displayed, click the graph icon to display the Weekly Score Trends. The Weekly Score
Trends show user threat trends for the website, including Man-in-the-Browser (MiB), Manin-the-Middle (MiM), Behavior, Velocity, and Parameter scores. The line chart corresponds to
the time frame shown on the Time Navigator. This helps you to see how spikes in activity on
the website may correspond to different types of threats. For example, you may see a large
spike in activity on the Time Navigator. This spike may correspond to a spike in MiM threats,
behavior threats, and velocity threats. The red vertical bar shows the trends for the hour that
you selected. As you drag the cursor across the line chart, a white vertical bar displays the
specific scores for each threat score for the given time. This can help you to determine which
threat scores to view in more detail. To select a score to view in depth, click the node for the
score, which will select the time in the Time Navigator and populate the Scores table with
the top 100 users associated with the selected score and time.
Map
The User Analysis page may display the Weekly Score Trends or it may show the map. If the
Weekly Scores Trends is displayed, click the map icon to display the map. The map shows a
geographical view of the site visitors. This allows you to view high-risk geographies or see
where clusters of attacks may be happening. The different threat scores are represented by
different colors on the map, and the intensity of the threat is reflected in the depth of the
color. A lighter color represents less intense threats, whereas a darker color represents a more
intense attack. When you select a threat score, it is represented on the map and also in the
table and histogram below the map. From the map, you can click a dot to view the number of
alerts, IPs, or notes associated with the end user. In addition, you can perform a WHOIS
lookup, or open the user details for that end user.
Scores Table
The Scores table shows the top 100 end users for each type of score. For example, the MiB
score shows the top 100 end users who received a high MiB score. You can drill down on any
end user to view more details about that end user. Clicking an end user takes you to the User
Details page. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a note, go the Clickstream page for the
end user, or copy the user name to the clipboard.
Histogram
The histogram shows the distribution of various threat scores across the different end users.
The histogram is useful for showing spikes and common trends. For example, a DDOS attack
may show a spike in behavior for one end user or a small cluster of end users while others
show a normal distribution.
l
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User Details
The User Details page shows information about the specified end user, including the location of
the end user on the map, associated threat scores, the IP addresses associated with the end user,
and the pages that the end user visited (sorted by clicks). You can access the User Details page
by clicking any user in the Forensics application.

The User Details page contains the following sections:
Time Navigator
You can use the Time Navigator, as on any other page, to select a time to view. On this page,
you can also expand the time range to view six hours, a full day, or a week.
Risk Indicators
Above the map, risk indicators provide an at-a-glance view of an end user or IP address that
allows you to determine areas that you may want to investigate further. Risk indicators are
icons combined with clear visual cues that allow you to quickly see the potential threats for
the selected hour. For more information about Risk Indicators, see Risk Indicators on page
70.
Map
The map shows a geographical view of site activity. This allows you to view high-risk
geographies or see where clusters of activity are happening. The different threat scores are
represented by different colors on the map, and the intensity of the activity is reflected by the
depth of the color. A lighter color represents less intense activity, whereas a darker color
represents more intense activity. From the map, you can click a dot to view the number of
alerts, users, or notes associated with the IP address. In addition, you can perform a WHOIS
lookup, or open the IP details for that IP address.
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A threat group icon is displayed on the map if the end user is a member of a threat group. You
can click the icon to open the threat group.
Profile Timeline
The Profile Timeline runs down the left-hand side of the screen in the User Details and IP
Details pages. The Profile Timeline allows you to navigate the entire session history of an
end user or IP address, identify potential threats via visual cues, and access session
information (including realtime updates). You can access the Profile Timeline from the User
Details or IP Details section of RSA Web Threat Detection. For more information about
Profile Timeline, Viewing Session History with the Profile Timeline on page 57.
You can see the geographical location of the IP address on the map. If the IP address is a
member of a behavior group, you can click the behavior group icon to take you to the behavior
group associated with that IP address. You can also click the WHOIS button to perform a
WHOIS lookup for the IP address. The map displays a note or alert icon if there are notes or
alerts associated with the IP address.
Associated IPs
The Associated IPs table shows the IP addresses associated with the end user and the
number of clicks on the website for each IP address. You can click any IP address to jump to
the IP Details page for that IP address. You can view the country, region, and city associated
with the IP address if the information is available. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a
note, perform a WHOIS lookup, go to the Clickstream page for the IP address, or copy the IP
address to the clipboard. In addition, you can export the data from this table to a .csv file by
clicking the export icon.

Pages and Parameters
The Pages & Parameters table shows each of the pages that the IP address accessed and
the number of clicks for the given page. You can see the total number of clicks at the bottom
of the table. The table also shows the highest parameter score for the selected page (each
parameter has a separate score). Clicking the gear icon allows you to copy the page URL, add
a note, or go to the IP Analysis or User Analysis page for that page. Clicking the arrow next
to the page name displays all the parameters associated with the given page and the score for
each parameter (sorted by score). Parameter scores are determined based on the frequency
that parameters are submitted. A high parameter score indicates that the parameter is rarely
submitted and is therefore much more likely to be an injected parameter. You can click any
page to jump to the Page Details for that page.
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The Clicks per Page section displays the distribution of clicks and the speed for each click in
graphical format. This is useful because the faster the click, the more likely the user was
robotic. A low click time corresponds to a higher click speed, which may trigger a high velocity
score. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a note, go to user threats, or go to IP threats.
You can export the data from this table to a .csv file by clicking the export icon.
Alerts/Incidents
The Alerts/Incidents table shows alerts and incidents associated with the end user. You can
see the priority, which end user triggered the alert or incident, the associated page, the
configured action and rule name, as well as the time stamp and source. The Show Closed
checkbox allows you to see the closed as well as the open incidents, so that you can see all of
the incidents associated with this User. You can export the file in .csv format by clicking the
export icon.
Notes
The Notes section shows the notes associated with the IP address. You can view the
associated notes or add a note. To add a note, enter the text that you want to associate with
the IP address, and then click Add.
Realtime Data
If realtime data is available, the Real-time link is visible. You can click on the Real-time link to
access the data.
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CHAPTER 7
Investigating Page Visit Activity on the Website

The Page Analysis feature gives an overview of all of the activity across all of the pages of the
website for the selected time.

To select the time, use the Time Navigator at the top of the page. The Time Navigator allows you
to view, at a glance, the trends for user traffic on the website. The Time Navigator shows the site
traffic in weekly increments and allows you to select an hour within a day to view in more detail. To
view the current hour and day, click the Latest Hour button. You can select a different day by
using the arrows to navigate forwards or backwards. Alternatively, you can open the calendar to
select a date. To select an hour, either use the arrows to navigate to a different hour or click a bar
on the Time Navigator graph. You can also select an hour from the drop-down menu. You can
view the hour in UTC or local time. The selected hour is displayed as a red bar on the Time
Navigator when it is selected. When you select a particular hour, the details for that hour are
displayed in the scores table and histogram below. If you need more space to view other data, you
can collapse the Time Navigator by clicking the Collapse button on the lower right side of the
Time Navigator.
After you select a time range to view, the histogram below the Time Navigator shows the pages
clicked by IP address and end users per page, making it easy to see spikes in activity on pages. You
can view page clicks (left axis), users (right axis), or IP addresses (right axis) on the page
histogram. You can group the page information by showing all the pages or grouping by sitemap.
This feature can be useful if you want to filter by a particular part of your site. For example, if you
are interested in viewing the checkout for mobile pages, you can group by sitemap and then view
only the pages under the /checkout/mobile sitemap group. You can also search for a page within
the scores table using the Search-in-Table feature. This will automatically filter the page results.
Drilling down on a page takes you to the Page Details. Clicking the gear icon allows you to add a
note or go to the User Analysis or IP Analysis page.
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Page Details
The Page Details page shows information about the specified page, including the location of end
users and IP addresses accessing the page on a map, the end users and IP addresses accessing the
page by clicks shown on the histogram by number of clicks, and the parameter scores associated
with the page. You can access the Page Details page by clicking any page link in the Forensics
application.

The Page Details page contains the following sections:
Time Navigator
You can use the Time Navigator, as on any other page, to select a time to view. On this page,
you can also expand the time range to view six hours, a full day, or a week.
Risk Indicators
Above the map, risk indicators provide an at-a-glance view of an end user or IP address that
allows you to determine areas that you may want to investigate further. Risk indicators are
icons combined with clear visual cues that allow you to quickly see the potential threats for
the selected hour. For more information about Risk Indicators, see Risk Indicators on page
70.
Map
The map shows a geographical view of site activity. This allows you to view high-risk
geographies or see where clusters of activity are happening. The different threat scores are
represented by different colors on the map, and the intensity of the activity is reflected by the
depth of the color. A lighter color represents less intense activity, whereas a darker color
represents more intense activity. From the map, you can click a dot to view the number of
alerts, users, or notes associated with the IP address. In addition, you can perform a WHOIS
lookup, or open the IP details for that IP address.
A threat group icon is displayed on the map if the end user is a member of a threat group. You
can click the icon to open the threat group.
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Top 100 IPs Hitting this Page
The Top 100 IPs Hitting This Page table displays the 100 IP addresses that visit this page
most often. Click the gear icon next to an IP address to add a note or perform a WHOIS
lookup.
Users Visiting This Page
The Users Visiting this Page table displays the end users that visited this page. Click the
gear icon next to a user to add a note or perform a WHOIS lookup.
Clicks Per Visitor
The Clicks per Visitor section displays the distribution of clicks and the speed for each click
in graphical format. You can export the data from this table to a .csv file by clicking the
export icon.
Parameters
Click Parameters to see the parameters used on the page along with the parameter score for
each parameter. Parameter scores are determined based on the frequency that parameters
are submitted. A high parameter score indicates that the parameter is rarely submitted and is
therefore more likely to be an injected parameter. Clicking the parameter populates the table
below and shows the end user or IP addresses submitting the selected parameter.

Transitions
Click Transitions to view the pages that were visited before and after the specified page. If
you select Previous, you can see the pages visited before the current page, sorted by number
of clicks. If you select Subsequent, you can view the pages visited after the current page,
sorted by number of clicks.
Notes
The Notes section shows the notes associated with the IP address. You can view the
associated notes or add a note. To add a note, enter the text that you want to associate with
the IP address, and then click Add.
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IP Analysis Filtered by Page
This page allows you to view the IP threats for a particular page.
You can access the IP threats for a particular page by drilling down on a given page and then
selecting Explore IP Visitors. The page displays map information, histograms, and trend data for
the specified page.

User Analysis Filtered by Page
This page allows you to view user threats for a particular page.
You can access the user threats for a particular page by drilling down on a given page and then
selecting Explore Users. The page displays map information, histograms, and trend data for user
threats for the specified page.
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CHAPTER 8
Viewing the Clickstream

The Clickstream page allows you to view the clicks for an end user or IP address. You can use the
Time Navigator to select an hour to view in detail. The Clickstream summary shows you, at a
glance, the critical events in the clickstream of an end user or IP address.
You can view the Clickstream page by clicking the View Clickstream link on a User Details or IP
Details page. You can also access the Clickstream page by clicking the gear icon for a given end
user or IP address and clicking Go to Clickstream.
When you land on the Clickstream page, a time range is already selected. To select a different
time range, use the Time Navigator at the top of the Clickstream page. You can view an hour, six
hours, a day, or a week of data. The Clickstream Summary shows a summary of relevant events
in the clickstream. This helps to simplify the process of finding significant data in the clickstream.
If there are clickstream markers in the clickstream, a Clickstream Summary displays in a yellow
box below the Time Navigator. The Clickstream Summary summarizes the clickstream markers
in the clickstream so that you can see at a glance the anomalous events identified by RSA Web
Threat Detection.
Below the Time Navigator is the Streamview. The Streamview is a visual representation of the
clickstream that helps you to identify the areas of the clickstream that you may want to
investigate.
The Clicks table displays the clicks in the clickstream in a table view. When you select a time in the
Time Navigator, the data is displayed in the Clicks table, showing each click in the clickstream,
along with the click time, click delta, page name, and the relative velocity score.
The Transaction Viewer allows you to view the details of each click in the clickstream. Enter a
term in the Search in table field to refine your search further. In the results, you can highlight
terms by entering text in the Highlight Text field. You can navigate through the clicks using the
Previous and Next buttons.
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Streamview
The Streamview is a visual representation of the clicks in a web session that helps simplify the
task of finding significant clicks in that session.
You may want to use Streamview when you need to perform a detailed investigation of the
activities of an end user or IP address, but you are not sure where in the clickstream the activity
took place or if the end user or IP address have exhibited other anomalous behaviors. For example,
if an end user has a high Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) score, you may go to the Clickstream page
and see in the Streamview that the end user has multiple IP addresses with concurrent sessions.
This strongly indicates MiM behavior and warrants investigation.
The Streamview represents the clicks in the clickstream from left to right, horizontally, moving
through time for the hour that you choose to view. For example, the following segment shows the
clickstream for an end user with multiple IP addresses from 4:00 to 4:30.

The Streamview shows a micro and a macro view.
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The micro view is displayed below the Time Navigator, and the macro view is displayed below the
micro view. The micro view shows the detailed clicks, and the macro view shows the clicks as
vertical bars.
To zoom in on an area of interest, drag a box around the area on the macro view and the micro
view zooms to that area of activity.
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The blue dots represent the clicks in the clickstream. You can see at a glance the relative volume
of clicks, and the length of the session: a wider row of dots represents a longer session, and a
larger group of dots represents greater volume. In the macro view, a brighter bar represents a
higher peak relative velocity score in the time interval; in other words, a brighter bar represents
the likelihood of a greater threat. Sessions that contain anomalous behavior are marked with a
yellow dot, which correspond to clickstream markers (for more information, see Clickstream
Markers on page 51) that can be seen in the Clicks table. For example, the session below shows a
long session with a yellow dot in the middle, representing a clickstream marker.

In the micro view, clicking on a session highlights the row corresponding to the first click in the
Clickstream table. If that session contains anomalous behavior, a yellow dot is displayed, and you
can view the corresponding clickstream marker in the Clickstream table to find out what behavior
occurred.

Clickstream Markers
Clickstream markers are visual indicators designed to call attention to common interesting or
suspicious situations in the clickstream that can be difficult to find or might otherwise be
overlooked. These markers are helpful for locating common issues, such as a change in user agent,
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change in IP address, change in domain, change in country, or a triggered alert. For example, a
marker might show you where a user agent changed between clicks, which can be an indication of
a Man-in-the-Browser threat or other kind of fraud. Clickstream markers display as individual icons
in the Markers column in the Clicks table.

Clickstream Markers Icons and Events
Below is a list of the icons and the events that they represent.

These markers indicate the following events:
Login Page/Session start
Indicates the start of a session.
User agent change
Indicates a change in the user agent from one click to the next.
Country changed
Indicates a change in the country of origin, based on the country associated with the IP
address used. This marker is only applied when the country of both clicks can be determined.
IP changed
Indicates a change in the first two octets (aaa.bbb.xxx.xxx) of the IP address between two
sequential clicks.
Domain changed
Indicates that a click has a referrer and that the referrer is from a different domain than the
previous click.
Alert triggered
Indicates that a Web Threat Detection alert was generated for the current end user or IP
address as a result of this click. Subsequent clicks in the same hour that generate alerts from
the same rule-page combination are not marked.
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Clicks Table and Transaction Details
The Clicks table shows each click in a clickstream and links to the corresponding Transaction
Details below. (A transaction is another word for a click; a transaction represents one click on a
website.)

Click the column headings in the Clicks table to sort the column data. Click an individual row in the
table to see the data associated with that particular transaction. In the Clicks table, you can view
the click scores for each click. A click score is the threat score calculated for an individual click.
Viewing the individual click score allows you to determine which click may have contributed to an
elevated threat score. Select the threat score that you want to view from the drop-down menu,
and the score displays for each click in the Clicks table.
When you click on a row in the Clicks table, the transaction data for that click is displayed in the
Transaction Details. In the Transaction Details, the information associated with the transaction
is displayed, broken down by type. Of the many possible types, the important types of transaction
details to note are Request, Headers, ARGS, Set Cookie, Cookie, User, and Status. You can also
see the realtime threat scores for each type of threat across the top of the Transaction Details.

Clicks Table Transaction Detail Types
The following table describes the transaction details broken down by type.
Type

Description

Example

REQUEST

Method indicating the action
to be performed on the
identified resource.

HEADERS

Contains the referrer (site
from which the transaction is
originating) and other
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Type

Description

Example

information about the
connection, such as browser
and language.
ARGS

Data submitted by the
browser. This is typically GET
and POST data.

SET COOKIE

New cookies being sent by
the server.

COOKIE

Information about the current
state of the connection
chosen by the web server and
sent to the browser. Used for
tracking activity associated
with the session.

USER

Consists of Globally Unique
Identifier (GUID) and a user
ID.

STATUS

HTTP Request Status Codes.

val=200

Some fields may contain asterisks (****) instead of values to protect the privacy of end users.

Transitions
You may want to see what pages an end user visited before or after the page that you are viewing.
This can help you to understand how the end user navigated through the site. For example, if an
end user creates a new bank account and then immediately transfers funds to that account, the
activity may be suspicious. To view these page transitions, click the Transitions button. The
Pages Before table shows the pages that the end user navigated to before the current page, and
the Page After table shows the pages that the end user navigated to after the current page.

Clickstream Pattern Sample: Change in User Agent
Certain kinds of threats show up on the Clickstream page as a predictable or recognizable
pattern. You can use a combination of alerts, threat scores, and clickstream markers to identify
potential threats.
This sample shows a typical user agent change in the clickstream.
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In this case, the fraudster logs on, adds a payee, and then begins transferring funds. This could be
a legitimate user; however, you can see in the highlighted clicks that an end user with a different
IP address logs on. Not only is the IP address different, but it is associated with a different
geolocation. This end user moves through the site in a typical way—adds a deposit, checks the
billpay, and logs off. The movements through the site are at a typical pace, and they don’t create a
high velocity score. Nor does the end user move or transfer money. Chances are the legitimate
end user logged on after the fraudster and remained unaware that money had been transferred out
of the account.
The telltale signs of IP address and geolocation changes are pointed out in the Clickstream
Summary and also in the clickstream markers.

Clickstream Pattern Example: JSON Data
Mobile applications typically pass information relevant to RSA Web Threat Detection, such as user
names, request types, or session IDs, in the JSON-encoded body of HTTP messages, rather than
in the HTTP headers or URL-encoded POST parameters. If you have enabled JSON parsing,
mobile data is available in a user-friendly format in the clickstream details. The following example
shows JSON data in the clickstream.
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For information on configuring JSON parsing, see the RSA Web Threat Detection System
Administration Guide .
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CHAPTER 9
Viewing Session History with the Profile Timeline

The Profile Timeline allows you to navigate the entire session history of an end user or IP address,
identify potential threats via visual cues, and access session information (including realtime
updates).
If the Profile Timeline feature is enabled, you can access it from User Details or IP Details page
of the RSA Web Threat Detection. The Profile Timeline runs down the left-hand side of the
screen on the User Details or IP Details page. You can hide the Profile Timeline.

Each section indicates a new session, and sessions are organized chronologically down the page
with the most recent session at the top of the page. Icons represent different types of events.
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The following table describes the icons that may be displayed on the Profile Timeline.
Icon

Title

Description

Multiple IPs

The multiple IPs icon is
displayed when the first two
octets (aaa.bbb.xxx.xxx) of
the IP address change
between two sequential
clicks. The multiple IPs event
displays the number of IP
changed events that
happened for that session.

User Agent Change

The user agent change icon is
displayed when an end user or
IP address had one or more
user agent changes during the
session.

External Referrer Domain

The external referrer domain
change icon is displayed if a
click has a referrer and the
referrer is from a different
domain than the previous
click. The number of external
referrer domain changes for
that session is displayed.

After you configure Web Threat Detection to add Profile Timeline for end users and IP addresses,
session information is saved for end users or IP addresses for as long as they continue to use the
website. The most recent session information is displayed on the User Details or IP Details page.
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For information on configuring the Profile Timeline feature, see the RSA Web Threat Detection
System Administration Guide.
Note: After you install and configure Profile Timeline, data begins to accumulate for end users
and IP addresses. However, any data that existed before installation of Profile Timeline
cannot be accessed or added to Profile Timeline. For example, if an end user has been
accessing the site since 2010 and you install Profile Timeline in 2014, you cannot access the
end user's transaction history for the previous four years via Profile Timeline. You can only
view the data that the end user begins accumulating after installation of Profile Timeline.
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CHAPTER 10
Investigating Historical Activity with the Profile
Analyzer

Profile Analyzer is part of a separately licensed feature that is available using the Profile Analyzer
link in the navigation bar. Profile Analyzer provides click-by-click analysis of behavior threats from
a particular end user or IP address over an extended period of time, as well as access to an
additional threat score called Profile.

Profile Analyzer is one of two methods for examining clickstream data in RSA Web Threat
Detection. The other method is the standard Clickstream page. The standard clickstream and the
Profile Analyzer clickstream may both display a history of the activity of a specific client (an end
user or IP address), but where standard clickstream scoring is based on the collective behavior of
all clients on the website during a single time period, Profile Analyzer clickstream scoring is based
only on the client’s own behavior across many time periods. Thus, Profile Analyzer produces
behavior threat scores for a client based on what is historically normal for that client, rather than
what is normal for all visitors to the website during a single reporting period.
l
l
l

Use the Profile Analyzer........................................................................................................ 63
Navigating the Profile Analyzer Clicks Table......................................................................... 63
Understanding Profile Analyzer Results.................................................................................64
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Use the Profile Analyzer
The Profile Analyzer provides information about the historical behavior of an end user or IP
address. That is, the Profile Analyzer compares the activity of an end user or IP address to the
past behavior for that end user or IP address.
Procedure
1. Enter your search criteria for the client in the Analysis section.
You can enter a user or IP address.
2. Enter a time frame to analyze.
The more historical data, the longer it may take to load.
3. Click Go.
Results
A summary of the behavior of the end user or IP address is displayed to the right and the
clickstream for the specified time is displayed in the Clicks section just below. The following
graphic shows the summary profile score.

The profile score presents a confidence interval within one standard deviation. With this additional
information, you can determine the accuracy of the score calculation and act accordingly.
Below the summary is the Clicks section, which displays the clickstream for the selected end user
or IP address. For more details about using the Clicks section, see Navigating the Profile Analyzer
Clicks Table on page 63.
Below the Clicks section is the Transaction Details listing for the click that you select. You can
narrow the results displayed in the table by selecting a column to search on via the column search.

Navigating the Profile Analyzer Clicks Table
The Clicks table provides a detailed history of the clicks for the selected end user or IP address.
The Clicks table is a listing of all the clicks in the specified time range. Because this can be a very
large set of clicks, all of the clicks with threat scores are highlighted and the list is centered on the
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click with the first, highest relative profile score. The Relative Profile Score column represents
three values:
l

Expected behavior score using the width (severity) of the colored bar

l

Minimum behavior score given the confidence level, using the left, lighter side of the bar

l

Maximum behavior score given the confidence level, using the right, darker side of the bar

Hovering over the cell shows the numerical values in the form of a pop-up tooltip.

Profile Analyzer calculates a low and high threshold for the threat score and indicates this via the
two yellow bars in the Relative Profile Score column. The confidence level is set in the
configuration file and defaults to 85 percent, which means that there is an 85 percent chance that
the interval contains the true threat score. A confidence level of 95 percent would be even more
likely to contain the correct threat score, but would be less accurate (would be a wider range). For
a given confidence level, a narrow band indicates a higher accuracy of the score.

Understanding Profile Analyzer Results
Profile Analyzer is designed to analyze end-user activity over a predefined time period.
Exactly what Profile Analyzer tracks
Profile Analyzer is designed to detect (or flag) anomalously frequent page transitions for a
predefined time period. Profile Analyzer considers both the transition to and the transition
from a click when scoring the click. The time period is complete calendar-aligned hours, days,
weeks, months, or years.
What Profile Analyzer does and does not track
Profile Analyzer does not track anomalous events that occur only once. The events must
occur frequently in order to be tracked. If a client suddenly executes a new behavior, Profile
Analyzer flags the behavior if it is executed several times on that occasion, but does not flag
the behavior if it is only ever executed once.
Profile Analyzer does not track events that occur infrequently. For example, if a client usually
executes a specific behavior several times per week, Profile Analyzer flags instances of that
behavior occurring anomalously more often in a week, but not instances occurring
anomalously fewer times in a week.
If a client usually does something once per week but occasionally does it twice, Profile
Analyzer flags the latter; however, if a client does something once per week for a while and
then switches to doing it twice per week for a comparable time period, Profile Analyzer does
not necessarily flag the change in behavior as anomalous.
If a client usually executes a certain behavior once per week on a certain day of the week,
Profile Analyzer flags instances of that behavior occurring more than once per week, but does
not flag instances of that behavior occurring on a different day of the week.
Profile Analyzer is configured to detect anomalously frequent events only relative to calendaraligned time periods: specifically, hours beginning on the hour, days beginning at midnight
GMT, weeks beginning on Sunday, months according to the modern Gregorian calendar, and
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years beginning on January 1. So if a California client usually does something once per day at
varying times, Profile Analyzer may flag GMT days containing that behavior from two
consecutive California days.
Special cases
Profile Analyzer assumes a complete time period, so comparing a complete time period, for
example, a month, with an incomplete time period can cause some behavior in the full month
to appear anomalous.
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CHAPTER 11
Working with Threat Groups

Threat groups are groups of end users or IP addresses that exhibit the same behavior, or a single
end user or IP address exhibiting the same behavior across different pages.
Threat groups are determined by a fuzzy match of the pages visited by an end user or IP address,
the order of the pages, and the velocity at which those pages were visited. A threat group can be a
cluster of end users performing the same behaviors on the same or similar pages, or it can be a
single end user or IP address exhibiting the same group of behaviors on a range of different pages.
Threat groups can be sorted by end user or by IP address.
If an end user or IP address is a part of a threat group, the User Details or IP Details page displays
a group icon next to the behavior or velocity score. Clicking the group icon opens the threat group
associated with the end user or IP address.

You must save the threat group in order to use the threat group in rules and searches.
To write a rule against a threat group, use the syntax for an RSA Web Threat Detection event. The
event is preceded with a dollar sign ($), and the event name, including any special characters, is
enclosed in quotation marks: $“Identifier of the event”. For example: $“Threat Group”.
l
l

Create a Threat Group.......................................................................................................... 68
Manage Threat Groups..........................................................................................................68
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Create a Threat Group
After you create and save threat groups, you can write rules against them, view them on the
Clickstream page, or search against them.
Procedure
1. From the User Analysis or IP Analysis page for a selected hour, select the Behavior or
Velocity score.
2. Select the threat group that interests you.
3. Click Create, and enter a name for the threat group.
The threat group name can contain alphanumeric characters and spaces. Make sure that
you do not include leading or trailing spaces.
4. Click Save.
Results
You can view saved threat groups on the Threat Groups page of the Administration application.

Manage Threat Groups
From the Administration application, you can create new threat groups, and you can enable and
disable threat groups.
Procedure
1. To create a threat group, click +New Threat Group.
2. Enter a group name for the new threat group.
3. Select a group type of user or IP.
4. Enter the pages to associate with the threat group.
For example, you might associate a DDoS threat group with the logon page.
Note: If you add multiple pages, use commas to separate the page names. The maximum
length for the pages field is 1023 characters.
5. To enable the threat group, select Enable Group.
6. To save the new group, click Create Threat Group.
7. (Optional) To enable or disable a group after it is created, click the Enable/Disable button
from the Threat Groups page.
After you finish
To use a created threat group in rules, you must use the syntax for a RSA Web Threat Detection
event.
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CHAPTER 12
Viewing Risks at a Glance

Risk indicators provide an at-a-glance view of an end user or IP address that allows you to
determine areas that you might want to investigate further. Risk indicators are icons combined
with visual cues that allow you to see the potential threats for the selected hour.
l

Risk Indicators.......................................................................................................................70
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Risk Indicators
Risk indicators are displayed on the User Details or IP Details page. If the risk level is normal, the
icon is inactive, but if there is a risk, the indicator shows as active and generally displays a number
to indicate the number of times the risk is repeated for the given end user or IP address.
Description
The Multiple Locations risk
indicator is displayed when
the end user has clicks from
multiple geolocations for the
given hour.

The Multiple IPs risk
indicator is displayed when
the end user has clicks from
multiple IP addresses for the
given hour.

The Top 10 Score risk
indicator is displayed when
the end user or IP address is
in the top ten threat table.
The Incidents risk indicator is
displayed when at least one
incident was triggered for the
selected time.
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Threshold
l

If there are two or more
locations and the Geo
distance is less than 1,500
miles, the indicator is
displayed in orange and
indicates the number of
different locations.

l

If there are two or more
locations and the Geo
distance is greater than
or equal to 1,500 miles,
the indicator is displayed
in red and indicates the
number of different
locations.

l

If there are two IP
addresses, the indicator is
displayed in orange and
indicates the number of
IP addresses.

l

If there are three or more
IP addresses, the
indicator is displayed in
red and indicates the
number of IP addresses.

The indicator is displayed in
red and indicates the number
of scores in the top 10 threat
table.
l

The indicator displays the
number of incidents in
orange if the incidents are
low or medium grade
incidents.

l

The indicator displays the
number of incidents in red
if there is at least one
high priority incident in
the selected time period.
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Description

Threshold

The Unique Pages risk
When there is a high number
indicator shows the risk based of clicks but a low unique
on unique pages versus the
page ratio:
total clicks ratio.
l
The indicator is displayed
in orange when the total
clicks is between 35 and
100, and the unique page
count divided by total
clicks is less than or equal
to 10%.
l

The indicator is displayed
in red if the total clicks is
greater than or equal to
100, and the unique page
count divided by total
clicks is less than or equal
to 5%.

When there is a high number
of clicks and a high unique
page ratio:

The Response Codes risk
indicator is displayed when an
end user or IP address has
been hitting a significant
number of bad HTTP
response codes (400-599).

The User Agents risk
indicator is displayed when an
end user or IP address has

l

The indicator is displayed
in orange when the total
clicks is between 35 and
100, and the unique page
count divided by total
clicks is greater than or
equal to 80%.

l

The indicator is displayed
in red if the total clicks is
greater than or equal to
100, and the unique page
count divided by total
clicks is greater than or
equal to 80%.

l

The indicator is displayed
in orange when there is at
least one response code
in the range of 400-599
and any number of clicks.

l

The indicator is displayed
in red when the total
number of response
codes in the range of
400–599 is10 and the
total clicks is greater than
or equal to 25.

l

If there are 2 user agents,
the number of agents is
displayed in orange.
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Description
one or more user agent
changes during the selected
time.

The Click Speeds risk
indicator is displayed when an
end user or IP address has a
high click speed in the
selected time.

The Alerts indicator is
displayed if at least one rule
has been triggered for the
end user or IP address in the
time selected.

Threshold
l

If there are 3 or more
user agents, the number
of agents is displayed in
red.

l

If more than 50% of the
clicks are less than or
equal to three seconds
apart, and the total
number of clicks is
greater than 10, the
number is displayed in
orange.

l

If more than 75% of
clicks are less than or
equal to three seconds
apart, and the total
number of clicks is
greater than 10, the
number is displayed in
red.

l

If the alert is configured
as a medium or low risk
alert (as configured in the
Rules), the number is
displayed in orange.

l

If there is at least one
high priority alert (as
configured in the Rules),
the number alerts is
displayed in red.

The Notes risk indicator is
The number of notes
displayed when there are
associated with the end user
notes associated with the end or IP address is displayed.
user or IP address.
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CHAPTER 13
Working with Alerts

Alerts are generated by rules that are created in the Administration application. When certain
conditions specified in the rule are met, an alert is generated.
The Alerts page contains two main components: the Alerts table and the Current Real Time
Alerts table.
The Alerts table contains historical hourly and realtime alerts. You can see the source of the alert
(hourly or realtime) in the Source column. Use the Time Navigator to select a time frame for
which to view alerts. After the time is selected, the alerts for that hour display in the Alert Log.
The alerts are listed by their time stamps. You can group the alerts by selecting a priority (High,
Medium, Low, or Show All) or sort the alerts by selecting the Priority column heading. You can see
the type of alert, the priority, what triggered the alert, the page where the alert was triggered, the
rule that triggered the alert, the time stamp of the alert, and the source of the alert (hourly or
realtime).
The Current Real Time Alerts table shows a dynamic listing of realtime end user and IP alerts and
contains only those alerts that are currently active. (By contrast, the alerts listing for hourly alerts
shows a record of the history of alerts recorded at the time selected by the Time Navigator).You
can export the alert data to a .csv file by clicking the export icon. To view details on the end
users or IP addresses that triggered the alert, you can click the end user or IP address link to open
the User Details or IP Address Details page. Click the Refresh button to get the latest realtime
data.
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CHAPTER 14
Working with Reports

The Reporting feature provides visibility into alert volume over time, displaying how often alerts or
a specific alert were triggered for a given time period. Alert trend reports are created in the
Administration application and run from the Reports page in the Forensics application. The Report
Templates page allows you to create templates for the alert trend reports that are accessed in the
Forensics application.
l
l

Produce a Report.................................................................................................................. 76
Create a Report Template..................................................................................................... 76
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Produce a Report
Procedure
1. From the Report drop-down list, select the report to run.
2. Select a time frame for the report.
The options for the time frame are dependent on the report created in the Administration
application, but you may be able to view data in intervals of hours, days, or years. Note that
longer reports may take longer to run.
3. Select the granularity of the report (hours, days, weeks, or months).
4. To view the details for a given hour, click the time line to select the hour.
The details appear in a table. You can search further through the data by entering a term in
the Search in Table field.

Create a Report Template
About this task
You create a report template in the Administration application.
Procedure
1. On the Report Templates page, click + New Template.
2. Enter a name for the report.
3. Select a time frame for the report.
4. Configure one or more report sections. Enter a title and, optionally, a description for each
section.
You can include a single section and have it run for all of the rules, or you can specify which
rules to include by clicking Add.
Note: If you add a large number of sections to a report, it can result in the report taking
longer to run.
5. (Optional) In the Comments section, add a report description.
6. Click Create Template.
7. (Optional) To specify which report is the default report, click the corresponding radio
button in the Default column.
The default report is run whenever you view the Reports page in the Forensics application.
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CHAPTER 15
Searching Through Transaction Data

From the Search page, you can perform new searches or execute saved search queries. You can
also view your recent searches. By default, the search engine displays your most recent queries
and all of your saved search queries under the My Searches tab. Click Search on the navigation
bar at the top of any page to get to the Search page.
To perform a new search, enter the search query in the main Search window and click Search. If
the search results are immediately available, they are displayed. If the results may take some time,
a progress bar is displayed on the Recent Searches tab to indicate that the search is still
processing.

l
l
l

Perform a Search.................................................................................................................. 78
Delete Saved Search Results.................................................................................................80
Delete Saved Search Queries................................................................................................ 80
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Perform a Search
Procedure
1. To perform a transaction search, click Search from the Global Navigator.
2. Enter a search term.
You can enter a term or select a term from the drop-down list of indexed and non-indexed
fields. For the best search performance, specify an indexed field.
3. Select the condition (equals, contains, does not equal, or does not contain) and enter the
string to be used in the search (user name, IP, or other search string).
The conditions ><, =>, =< are available for numeric data.
4. Add any additional conditions by selecting the plus sign (+) and adding any additional search
strings.
5. Specify the fields to be displayed in the search results, for example, ip, page, and user.
6. Select time boundaries (hours, days, or weeks) for the search.
7. (Optional) To save the query to use again, click Save Query.
8. Click Search.

Results
The search results are displayed in the Transaction Viewer, which allows you to view the detailed
search results. You can filter the results in the table by entering a search term in the Search
Transactions field. Or, you can highlight items in the transaction details below by entering terms
in the Highlight Text field.
While the search is running, you can see from the progress bar how much of the search has
completed.
Hovering over the progress bar shows such information as transactions processed, number of
matching transactions found thus far, the user who requested the search (for users with admin
privileges), and the time that the search started.
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You can run multiple searches simultaneously, and the results are displayed when the search
completes. If you are running multiple searches, you can view their progress in the Recent
Searches list. You can run more complex searches without impacting the progress of other
searches that you may want to run. Incomplete searches are displayed with a gray progress bar,
and completed searches are displayed with a green progress bar.

When you select the recent search name for a completed search, those results are displayed in the
Search Results panel.
By default, your search results are deleted after you view them.
If you run a search but do not view the results, the results are saved for 72 hours from the time
that the search completes running. After that, the results are deleted, and you must run the search
again.
Note: The following tips may help improve search performance:
l

Searching on an indexed term can significantly improve the search performance.

l

Performing an indexed search with AND can improve performance over a search with OR.

l

Searching for inequalities with an indexed search term decreases the benefits of an
indexed search, for example, page != “page 1”.
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Delete Saved Search Results
When you perform searches, the results are stored until you view them, or for up to 72 hours. If
too many unviewed search results accumulate, you may need to delete them in order to run more
searches.
Procedure
1. Click Search.
2. Click My Searches to view your recent searches.
The left panel displays recent searches. If there are recent search results, a green or gray
bar with an X beside it is displayed. If no bar is displayed, the results have been viewed and
deleted.
3. Click the X beside the recent search results to delete it.

Note: Contact your system administrator if you have deleted your recent search results
and still receive the following message: “The maximum number of saved results has
been exceeded. Please cancel existing searches to release memory as needed.”

Delete Saved Search Queries
Procedure
1. Click My Searches to view your saved search queries.
The right pane shows your saved search queries.
2. Click the X beside the saved search query to delete it.
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RSA Web Threat Detection includes a robust and flexible rules engine that you can use to identify
and alert you to any potentially fraudulent activity on your website.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Introduction to Rules
The rules engine allows you to transform the data derived from the Forensics application into rules.
Rules and the data they generate can be used for fraud detection, data enrichment and integration
with other systems.
Using the combination of the capabilities of both the Forensics application and the rules engine,
you can maximize the potential to identify new fraud trends and customize your system to alert
you to the activities that are important to your risk management objectives.
The Forensics application can be used for investigation, analysis, and identifying trends. The rules
engine allows you to transform those investigations and business problems into rules. Within
seconds, you can edit and deploy rules to address the issues.

Rules Engine Capabilities
The rules engine allows you to translate nearly everything that you observe in the Forensics
application into a rule, including any part of the http/https transaction.
When you create a rule, you can configure the rule result to suit your organization's needs,
including:
l

Generate an alert on any page of the website in the Alerts tab, either in real time or on an
hourly basis.

l

Generate an incident for review in the Incidents tab from a realtime rule.

l

Send an email with alert details.

l

Export a file containing alert details that can be sent to a third-party system.

l

Send alert details to a syslog.

l

Send alert data or transaction data to a third-party repository.

l

Export data generated by the rules to a central repository for further investigation or
reporting.

l

Customize your response to an alert, using the Action Server to run custom scripts from a
realtime rule.

Writing Rules
To write rules, you must understand:
l

how to use proper syntax. See Basic Rules Syntax on page 88.

l

how the website is organized and where fraud or other issues may occur

l

what kind of rules to write

l

RSA Web Threat Detection capabilities. For example:
n

Do you need to use threat scores or registers to accomplish your goals?

n

Do you want to send alerts or create an incident?

n

How will you mitigate the situation when a rule is triggered?

Ideas for Rules
Rule ideas come from a variety of sources. Keep in mind RSA Web Threat Detection's capabilities
and looking for sources of input. The following are examples of sources of information you can use
for ideas when creating rules:
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Business Pain Points
Identify known issues that cause fraud losses to your business, or need immediate attention.
Create rules that capture those activities.
Undetected Fraud
Review cases where fraud went undetected and caused business losses. Bad actors are
constantly adjusting their attacks and looking for new ways to cause loss. Review the cases
that went undetected and adjust your existing rules and create new rules to prevent those
activities.
Experimentation and Hypotheticals
Identify behavior that would be suspicious, even if you have never had a case using that
behavior. Think of ideas that fraudsters may use, and create rules to anticipate that behavior.
Think of what the fraudsters next step may be considering the emerging threat trends.
Data from Other Teams Your Business
Use information from teams that have other sources of insight into your business, such as
business issues that Web Threat Detection can help solve, feedback from Customer Support,
and your Security Operations Center for the issues that they monitor, and any other teams
that have any other information about the fraud losses absorbed by your organization.
Industry Insights
Network with others in the industry, and utilize the RSA Web Threat Detection Customer
Advisory Board to hear how others are using rules. Visit the RSA Community Web Threat
Detection forum to hear other business's approaches and ideas.
Types of Data to Include in Rules
Keep in mind that you can use various types of data when creating rules.
Aggregate Data
Grouped by keys defined for the data, such as user, IP, or page.
IP Geolocation Data
Country, Region, City, Zip, etc.
Note: When traffic originates from an IPv6 address, geolocation data resolution only
reaches the country level. City, state, and zip information are not included in the
geolocation data.
Transaction Specific Data
All data in the transaction fields: REQUEST, HEADERS, ARGS, COOKIE, SETCOOKIE, and
RESPONSE_STATUS.
Heuristic Threat Scores
Man-in-the-Browser, Man-in-the-Middle, Velocity, Behavior, Parameter Injection.
Registers
Dynamically created variables, called registers, are created as a result of other rule firing
events and can be used in rules.
Imported Data
Data imported from other sources stored in External Data Source (EDS) files.
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Best Practices for Creating and Maintaining Rules
The effectiveness of rules changes over time with changes in fraud patterns and trends. For
optimal performance, maintain an efficient and effective rule set.
Use the following best practices for creating and maintaining the rule set:
l

A single team should be responsible for creating and editing rules to avoid overlap and
confusion. Use the comment section in the Rules interface.

l

To create effective rules, those creating rules should be in close contact with those evaluating
the results, to communicate if rules are being effective and working as intended.

l

Remove outdated rules on a regular basis. Keep only rules that have purpose.

l

Remove unnecessary registers.

l

For optimum performance, configure rules to run on the minimum number of URLS for the rule
to be effective.

l

Use the following elements as sparingly as possible, due to high performance impact:
n

Txn( ) functions

n

ARGS

n

RAWARGS

n

HEADERS

l

Use puneAttributes for fields that are not required for calculations.

l

Reduce the storeWindow if possible.

Testing Rules
Testing rules and reviewing the results helps you maintain an efficient and effective set of rules.
You can test rules and see the volume of the results they will produce in several ways:
l

The hourly rules engine is a way to test rules with little risk. You can create rules in "flag"
mode, with no action specified for when the rule triggers. This will show you the alerts in the
Alerts tab but will not have any other impact.

l

Test rules can be set with a priority of "low" or notification", making anyone looking at the
alerts aware that these are test rules.

l

If a rule generates far more results than expected, and fills the Alerts log, you can adjust,
disable, or delete the rule and then use the command line to rerun the hour's data, thereby
clearing out the Alerts log for that hour.

l

You can run a rule against past activity by using the command line to rerun past data.

Hourly and Realtime Rules
There are two types of rules: realtime and hourly. Realtime rules are processed in real time, at the
time a click or action takes place. Hourly rules are processed at the end of each hour, as part of
the process that gathers that hour's traffic in the RSA Web Threat Detection application .
It is important to understand the impact of time frame on rule results.
For example, you create both a realtime rule and an hourly rule to be triggered if an end user adds
a new account three times. If an end user creates a new account twice between 9 and 10 a.m. and
adds a third account between 10 and 11 a.m, the realtime rule would trigger, and the hourly rule
would not trigger because the data resets after one hour. In addition, the realtime rule would
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trigger immediately upon the end user creating the third account, whereas the hourly rule would
not run until the end of the hour.
The following table outlines the key differences between hourly and realtime rules.
Hourly Rules

Realtime Rules

When processed

At the end of each hour

Real time

Amount of data available

Previous hour (for example,
12:00.00–12:59.59)

Configurable

Global and tenant level attributes in
rule creation in a multi-tenant
environment

When configuring hourly rules at a
tenant level, only global attributes
are available.

When configuring realtime rules at a
tenant level, both global and tenant
level attributes are available.

Where alerts appear

Alerts for selected hour table in the
Alerts tab.

Current Real Time Alerts table in
the Alerts tab until the expiration
time set in the rule, and in the Alerts
for selected hour table once the
hour in which the rule triggered has
passed.

When threat score calculated

Threat score used in hourly rules is a
calculated score that uses the hour's
data, based on the peak realtime
score for that period.

Threat scores are assigned in real
time and can be used in realtime
rules.

Threat score visible

Threat score appears in the scoring
Threat score appears in the
tables in the Dashboard, IP Analysis clickstream for each IP or user.
and User Analysis tabs, and in the IP
Detail and User Detail pages.

Can use heuristic threat score

Yes

Yes

When statistics are calculated for
keys

Counts are restricted to the hour of
data being processed.

Counts are based on a rolling window
of time, that can be configured in
Configuration Manager. By default,
this window is 'up to 24 hours'.

Can create incidents

No

Yes

Can use custom actions

No

Yes

Can be used for integration, sending
alerts to external systems

No

Yes

Create a Rule
User the Rule Builder interface to create a new hourly or realtime rule.
About this task
In a multi-tenancy environment, a global user with tenant management permissions can create
either global level rules which will be inherited by all tenants, or tenant-level rules, depending on
the scope selected in the view tenant field. A tenant level user with rules authoring permissions
can create rules specific only to that tenant. To see with which tenants a rule will be associated,
check the Scope field on the Add Rule page. A Global scope applies to all tenants, while TenantOnly applies only to the current tenant.
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Note: When configuring realtime rules at a tenant level, both global and tenant level attributes
are available. When configuring hourly rules at a tenant level, only global attributes are
available.
Procedure
1. Log in to the Forensics application, and click the Admin link at the top right of any page in
the application.
If you do not see the Admin link, you do not have rule administration rights.
2. Select the Hourly Rules tab or the Real Time Rules tab, depending on the type of rule you
want to create.
3. Do one of the following:
l

Click the+ New Rule button.

l

Click Copy next to an existing rule that is similar to the new rule you want to create.

The Create Rule page opens.
4. Fill in the rule parameter fields as follows:
Field

Description

Rule Name

A unique rule name that is displayed on the Alerts page. Mixed case letters,
numbers and underscores may be used. Do not use spaces or special
characters. See Reserved Words and Characters on page 92.
Use a meaningful and descriptive rule name so that you can track the rules and
alerts that you create. The following are several suggested naming
conventions:
l

Include the key that the rule is used for. For example,
IP_Financial_Aggregators.

l

Include the action (alert, incident, email, send to external application)that
is executed when the rule is triggered. For example,
User_Profile_Email.

l

Include the application on which the rule triggers. This is helpful for
deployments that use multi-tenancy. For example,
IP_Multiple_Users_CC_Online_Enrollment.

Apply to URL The URLs or checkpoints on the website where the rule is run.
Click on the Rule Builder at the right side of the page to select the desired
page from the list of all available pages on your website.
You can also use the Pages tab in the Forensics application to locate and copy
the URLs for rules. From the Pages tab, click the wheel to the left of the URL,
and select Copy Page URL from the drop down menu. Return to the rules
editor and paste the URL into the Apply to URL section. By using a filtered list
of pages in the Pages tab, you can see the amount of traffic hitting each page,
giving you more precise information about exactly which pages you need to
include in each rule.
Click the plus (+) or minus (-) sign to add or remove URLs.
To apply the rule to every URL, enter an asterisk (*).
Priority
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Only one rule can be triggered per transaction. Rules are evaluated by priority.
The priority specifies which rule takes precedence. When more than one rule is
triggered for a specific data set, the rule with the highest priority is triggered.
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Field

Description
When two rules have the same priority, and both rules are true, the rules are
evaluated in the order they appear in user interface.
Select High, Medium, Low, or Notification (only available in hourly rules)
from the drop down list.
When the ignorePriority setting in the Admin section of Configuration
Manager is activated, the priority is ignored. All rules are evaluated based on
the order they appear in the rules interface, and if several alert rules are true,
they are all triggered.

Tags

Tags associate groups of rules for creating reports. For example, you might
want to group all the rules that you use for DDoS attacks.

Trigger
Condition

A conditional expression used to determine whether or not the rule is
triggered. The trigger condition is a logical expression made up of multiple
logical statements joined by the AND and OR logical operators. If the trigger
condition evaluates to true, the rule is triggered.
Note: Rules are considered true only if both the threat score trigger and
the trigger condition are true. There is a logical AND between the trigger
condition and the threat score trigger.

Threat Score A unique conditional expression comprised solely of RSA Web Threat Detection
Trigger
threat declarations joined with AND and OR logical operators. For end users
(Hourly only) and IP addresses, you can use the following values within the expression
variable declarations (see Threat Score Functions on page 102):
l

behavior

l

client behavior

l

mib

l

mim

l

velocity
Note: Rules are considered true only if both the threat score trigger and
the trigger condition are true. There is a logical AND between the trigger
condition and the threat score trigger.

Create
Incident
(Realtime
only)

Select this checkbox to create an incident. See Action Configuration Fields on
page 95.

Create Alert

Select this checkbox to generate an alert. See Action Configuration Fields on
page 95.

Set Registers Select the Set Registers checkbox to set a register to use as a value in
another rule. See Action Configuration Fields on page 95.
Enable rule

Select this checkbox to enable the rule and allow it to be run. Uncheck the
checkbox to leave this rule disabled.

Comment

Add a meaningful comment.

5. Click Create Rule.
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Basic Rules Syntax
A rule is a logical expression made up of multiple logical statements joined by operators. If the
result of the logical expression is true, the rule is triggered.
Rule statements are made up of these basic parts:
l

Key/Attribute. For more information about keys and attributes, see the RSA Web Threat
Detection System Administration Guide .

l

Function. See:
n

Key and Attribute Functions on page 93

n

External Data Store (EDS) Function on page 107

n

IP Geolocation Functions on page 99

n

Key Accounting Functions on page 101

n

Register Functions on page 100

n

Threat Score Functions on page 102

n

Transaction Timestamp Functions on page 103

l

Operator. See Operators on page 93.

l

Condition

l

Duration (realtime rules only.)
Note: The minimum duration for a realtime rule is one minute.

The following tables show examples of the parts that can make up a rule.
Key

Function

Operator

Condition

ip

.country

==

'united states'

~

'Zeus'

agent
amount

.asNumber

>=

1000

Attribute

Function

Operator

Condition

transfer_amount

.asNumber

>

500

useragent

.name

~

'spyeye'

account_flag

.exists

==

404

You can use functions on either side of the operator. For example: user.register('login_agent') !=
agent.name().
You can do math within conditions. The following example looks for more than 72 hits by an IP
address, with less than 10 seconds between the hits:
(ip.hits('subhalfsecondclick') + ip.hits('sub1secondclick') +
(ip.hits('subhalfsecondclick') + ip.hits('sub1secondclick') +
ip.hits('sub3secondclick') + ip.hits('sub5secondclick') +
ip.hits('sub10secondclick'))>= 72

Escape special characters in attribute names with the backslash character (\):
l

88
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In this example, the period (.) is not escaped because the period is not part of the attribute.
The attribute is “list” and the function is “name.”
l

some\.thing\-here.asNumber()
In this example, the period is escaped (as is the minus sign) because the period is part of the
actual attribute name.

Rule Syntax Examples
Rule

Syntax Example

User Accounting for High Percentage of Page page.hits('total')/user.hits('mypage.html') >
Activity
0.6
IP High Volume - Minimal Pages Accessed

Ip.hits('total') >200 && ip.uniq('page')<6

Old Browser (using the string contains
operator)

agent.name()~’mozilla 3.5’

Password Guessing

(ip.hits('loginPage.fcc')>20) &&
(ip.hits('loginPage.fcc')/
ip.hits('accountLandingPage.htm') < 0.1)

High Click Speed During Session

(user.percent('subhalfsecondclick')
+user.percent('sub1secondclick')
+user.percent('sub3secondclick'))>75

New Account - High Activity

user.hits('account_creation_page')>=1 &&
user.hits('Transaction_Page') >=10 ||
Transaction_Amount.asNumber() >=10000

High Risk Locations (Countries, HIFCAs, Mule ip.country() == 'Nigeria'|| ip.country() ==
Addresses)
'Romania’ ||ip.country() == ‘Iran’ ||
eds('country_list',ip.country(),'is_bad') ==
'true'
User/IP location Mismatch
User Agent Change Between Checkpoint A &
Checkpoint B (for example, logon & Money
Movement)

eds('user_info',user.name(),'country') !=
ip.country()

Rule 1
l

URL: login.fcc

l

Trigger Condition:
user.hits('login.fcc') == 1

l

Set Register: User

l

Name: login_agent

l

Value: agent.name()

Rule 2

Man-in-the-Middle or a Man-in-the-Browser
score over 95% for a user

l

URL: moveMoney.php

l

Trigger Condition:
user.register('login_agent') !=
agent.name()

(user.mib>95)||(user.mim>95)"
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Rule

Syntax Example

More than 80% of the user's clicks have less
than a half second between clicks

user.percent('subhalfsecondclick')>80

More than 80% of the user's clicks have less
than one second between clicks

(user.percent('subhalfsecondclick')
+user.percent('sub1sec ondclick'))>80

IP address that has both high velocity and
high behavior risk scores

(ip.velocity>80)&&(ip.behavior>80)

IP address where more than 50% of the
traffic of the IP address is on the page named
signin.html

ip.percent('signin.html')>50”

Sample Rule
This sample rule demonstrates how you might write rules of your own.
The following rule example addresses a common issue of horizontal password guessing (trying a
few passwords against a long list of user names).
This simple rule does not use some of the more complex Rules features, such as registers, nor does
it use Web Threat Detection threat scores, which use algorithms to determine behavior that is
anomalous. However, this example shows how to use the basic building blocks for creating trigger
conditions.
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l

The rule will be evaluated each time a user visits any page. The asterisk (*) indicates a global
rule that is applied to every page.

l

The rule uses a trigger condition, but does not use a threat score trigger.

l

The action for this rule is to create an alert, which will appear on the Alerts page.

The following table breaks down the following trigger conditions:
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Rule Syntax

Purpose

ip.uniq(‘user’)>5

Looks for an IP address submitting more than
five unique user names at logon.

&&ip.percent (‘login.aspx’)>60

Determines if more than 60% of the total
activity of the IP address is targeting the
logon page.

&&ip.country()!=’United States’

Checks whether the IP address traces back to
a country that is not the USA.

&&(ip.hits(‘login_success.aspx’)/
ip.hits(login.aspx’)<0.1)

Checks whether the IP address is failing more
than 90% of all logon attempts.

Reserved Words and Characters
Reserved words cannot be used as attributes or keys within rule expressions.
Using any of the following reserved words will cause a syntax error. The reserved words are:
l

accumulate

l

action

l

actionduration

l

attributes

l

badattribute

l

checkpoint

l

details

l

disabled

l

duration

l

eds

l

if

l

incident

l

keys

l

length

l

priority

l

rule

l

setregister

l

threat-if

l

time

l

whitelist

The following characters all have lexical and syntactic significance. Do not use any of these
characters as part of an attribute or key name:
~`!#$%^&*()-+={}|\:;"'.,<>
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Operators
Rule functions can return various types of information The returned values can be numeric (float
or integer) or string. Use operators to compare or manipulate values. Comparisons return a 1 if the
result is true and 0 if false.
When comparing strings, values are not case sensitive.
Operator

Function

Applicable to

Example

-

Unary minus

Numeric (integer/
float)

amount.asNumber() * -3 == -3

+-

l

Addition

Integers

l

Subtraction

((user.hits('signin.p hp') + page.hits('signinwel
come.php')) - page.hits('signin.ph p')) > 1000

l

Multiplication

Integers

l

Division

(10 * user.hits('signin.php ')) <=
(page.hits('signinwel come.php') / 10)

*/

&& ||

Boolean And Or

Expressions

(user.hits('signin.ph p') > 100 || 100 <
ip.hits('signin.php')) && user.name() ~ "joe"

==

Is equal to

Integers, Strings

("apple" == "APPLE") // always true

!=

Is not equal to

Integers, Strings

ip.country != ’United States’

!(...)

Logical Not / Is not
equal to / Does not
contain

Strings

l

Correct: !(email.name()~'company.com')

l

Incorrect: email.name()!~'company.com'

~

String contains. True if
the (left) string
contains the right
operand.

Strings

agent.name() ~ 'firefox'!(agent.name () ~’firefox’)

=~

Contains or is equal to.

Regular Expressions
only

user=~/Joe/i

>

Greater than

Integers, Strings

amount.asNumber() > 3.0

<

Less than

Integers, Strings

amount.asNumber() < 100

>=

Greater than or equal to Integers, Strings

amount.asNumber() >= 3.0

<=

Less than or equal to

amount.asNumber() <= 100

Integers, Strings

Key and Attribute Functions
The basic building blocks for writing rules are keys and attributes. For more information about keys
and attributes, see RSA Web Threat Detection System Administration Guide.
The following table provides a listing of the available key and attribute functions for use in creating
rules. These functions operate on the value of the transaction key or attribute.
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Name

Definition

Term
Type

Parameter

Value

Example

asNumbe
r()

Returns value of name()
numerically. Returns 0 if
the name() value cannot
be interpreted
numerically. See also
isNumber().

Keys &
Attribute
s

None

Float

amount.asNumber() > 3.0

N/A

String or
Expression

Integer

l

charcount("foo") returns the
length of the string "foo"(3)

l

charcount(user.name( )) returns
the length of the user string

l

charcount(eds('file',ip.name(),'foo
')) returns the length of the
referenced EDS data

l

charcount(user.register('foo))
returns the length of the register
'foo'

charcount( charcount([ expression])
)
returns the number of
characters of the
evaluated expression.

exists()

Returns true (1) if the
attribute is defined in the
current transaction; false
(0) otherwise. Useful
when needing to
distinguish between the
“name()” value having a
blank value (for example,
“”) and not being defined
at all. Always returns true
for keys.

Keys &
Attribute
s

None

Boolean amount.exists() && amount.name() ==
(integer “”
)

isNumber

Returns true (1) or false
(0) if the string name()
value can be interpreted
numerically. Only needed
if 'asNumber()' is being
compared to zero.

Keys &
Attribute
s

None

Boolean amount.isNumber() &&
(integer amount.asNumber() == 0
)

length()

Returns the string length
(count of characters) of
the "name()" value

Keys &
Attribute
s

None

Integer

agent.exists() && agent.length () < 20
query.name() > 64

name()

Returns the value of the
Keys &
key or attribute itself in
Attribute
lowercase. If the attribute s
or key is not defined in the
current transaction,
returns an empty string
(see also “exists”).

None

String

page.name() == 'signin' || user.name()
== 'joe'
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Rule Actions
When you create a rule, you can define actions to take if the trigger condition resolves to true.
You can:
Create an incident (realtime rules only)
You use incidents to track events that occur on the website. Unlike alerts, incidents have a
tracking number, status, and other features that allow you to track what actions were taken
to deal with the incident.
Create an alert
If a rule fires true, the alert notifies you that the rule was triggered. Alerts can be viewed on
the Alerts page.
In realtime rules, you can also define a custom action to take when a rule evaluates as true.
Custom actions are defined in custom scripts. A common custom action might be to send
notification to a third-party case management queue. For more information on the Action
Server, action statements, and custom actions, see the RSA Web Threat Detection System
Administration Guide.
Set a register
Registers allow you to set a value that is used in other rules. For example, you might use
registers to monitor how quickly users initiate wire transfers after logging on. You would
create a rule at logon to add a register on a user and set the value to true (or 1) and set the
duration to two minutes. You would create another rule on the wire transfer page that checks
for the existence of that register. If the register exists, the user logged on less than two
minutes earlier.

Action Configuration Fields
The Actions section of the Rules interface allows you to specify what actions to take when the
rule result is true.
Field

Description

Create
Incident

Select to create an incident. Incidents allow you to track events that occur on the
website, including an incident number, status, and insight (detailed information
about the incident).
Incident Name

Provide a meaningful name. The incident name appears on the Incident page in
the Forensics application.

Incident
Insight

Enter the text that you want to associate with the incident. The insight is
displayed on the Incident page and can also be included in emails sent out when
an incident occurs. You can enter text or expressions. Any valid rule expression
can be used.

Create Alert

Select to create an alert.
Alert Key

This field defines the keys that are added to the alert. Adding keys to the alert
causes the alert to appear on the Alert page when the rule fires true. Click the
plus (+) or minus (-) sign to add or remove keys.

Custom Action Select to add a custom action. Custom actions are defined in custom scripts. A
(Realtime
common custom action might be to send notification to a third-party case
only)
management queue.
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Field

Description
Action
(Realtime
only)

If you select Custom Action, enter the custom action to take when the rule result
is true.
For information about the Action Server, action statements and custom actions,
see the RSA Web Threat Detection System Administration Guide.

Expires
(Realtime
only)

Enter an expiration time for the alert. This determines how long the alert remains
active. The minimum time is one minute.

Set Registers

Select to set a register. Registers are name=value pairs that you define that allow
you to preserve the value to be used in another rule. Registers are associated with
a key or attribute when a rule is triggered. There are two register-specific
functions. Register names should be entered in all lower case. For more
information, see Register Functions on page 100.
Register Type

Select a register type.

Register Name Enter a register name and value.
Expires

Enter a register expiration. The minimum time is one minute. Registers expire
based on the expiration that you set when creating them; however, they do not
expire with the rule in which they are created.

Regular Expressions in Rules
You can use regular expressions in rules to perform specific string and pattern matching.
You can use regular expressions wherever an expression is used in a rule. You can use regular
expressions:
l

In Rule trigger conditions, to find string values in the trigger condition.

l

In expression arguments when creating registers, to assign register values to a string that
matches a regular expression pattern. These registers can then be used in other rules.

l

In expression arguments to look up values from EDS files.

l

To search for logon patterns such as those used in password guessing.
Note: You cannot use regular expressions in rule action strings.

Supported Formats
The following regular expression format is supported in rules:
l

Regular Expression format: Perl regular expression syntax.

l

Supported extensions: Boost-Extended Format String Syntax

Regular Expression Syntax
Use the following syntax to include regular expressions in a rule: <string_argument>=~/
<regex>/[<options>], where the square brackets indicate that the <options> characters are
optional.
The result of a regex clause is Boolean: “1” for true, and “0” for false. However, when the “c”
option is used, the result is the matching string for the first capture group of the regex, or ""
(empty string) when there is no match or no capture group specified in the regex. Depending on
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your RSA Web Threat Detection settings, you may need to use the “i” option to perform caseinsensitive matching.
The following examples show basic regex syntax.
Regular
Expression

Description

user=~/joe/i

Searches for a user matching “joe”. However, the “i” option makes the
match case-insensitive, so it matches “JOE”, “joe”, “jOE”, or any variant
of uppercase and lowercase combinations.

refer=~/\.ru$/

Searches for a referrer value that ends in ".ru" (indicating a web page in
Russian):

paymentfield=~/
4\d{13,15}/

l

\. matches a literal character "." (a period).

l

ru matches 'ru’.

l

$ anchors the pattern to the end of the line.

Searches for a Visa card payment that meets the following
characteristics:
l

A card number that starts with a 4 (All Visa cards start with a 4.)

l

Any digit that is 13 to 15 characters long (Old visa numbers are 14
digits, and new visa cards are 16 digits long.)

Groups in Regular Expressions
You can use capture groups using the “c” option. Capture groups are useful when you want to
record a matching input string for use in other parts of the rule or to create a register. For
example, the following rule can be used to set a register with a numeric value following “Mozilla/”
in the user agent:
agent=~/Mozilla\/([0-9\.]+)/ic
Note: When capture groups are used, only the first capture group in the specified regular
expression is used for returning the matching string, and subsequent groups are ignored. For
this reason, RSA recommends that you do not create more than one capture group in rules.
The following example shows a capture group used to create a register that provides the Mozilla
version found in the user agent string. The version can then be used in other rules.
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If the “c” option is used and the accompanying expression does not contain a capture group, the
regex function returns an empty string.
If you do not want to use capture groups, you can use non-marking grouping to group alternatives
without capturing the matching text. To create a non-marking group, use the following syntax:
(?:<regex>)
For example, you can use a regex of “(one|two)” to capture the matching text. Or, you can use
“(?:one|two)” to require a match without capturing the matching text.

Regular Expression Examples
There are many different ways to implement regular expressions. The following examples are
provided to give you some suggestions of how to build your own regular expressions, but do not
represent the only correct way to do so.
In this example, you have found that fraudulent users commonly enter registration values in all
uppercase letters. You enter the following expression, which checks whether the first name values
are entered in all uppercase letters with or without trailing spaces:
First_name =~/[A-Z\s]*/
Regular Expression

Description

First_name =~/[A-Z\s]*/

Looks for a first name field with the following
patterns:
l

Matches any uppercase letter between A
and Z

l

Can contain white space characters (tab,
new line, space, or carriage return)

l

Can match zero or more times

In this example, you have found that in the case of SQL injections, fraudulent users have been
passing credit card numbers in unexpected fields. You use the following regular expression to find
the pattern for Mastercard in the injected SQL:
field =~/5[1-5][0-9]{14}/
Regular Expression

Description

field =~/5[1-5][0-9]{14}/

Looks for a name field with the following
patterns:
l

Matches a number that starts with 5

l

Then matches any digit from 1 to 5

l

Match any character of: digits (0–9) 14
times

In this example, you have found that site scraping has impacted the site functionality, and you
know that site scraping has been occurring on the product and search pages. To find these
fraudulent users, you create the following regular expression:
page =~/(?:product|search)/i
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Description

page =~/(?:product|search)/i

Look for a page name that matches the
following patterns:
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Regular Expression

Description
l

Contains the terms "product" or "search"

l

Matches any variant of uppercase and
lowercase letters (the pattern match is
case insensitive)

Note: If you want to test the validity of your regular expressions, RSA recommends that you
use a regex simulator.

Case Sensitivity in Regular Expressions
Case-sensitivity settings are applied to each attribute value in the schema. By default, attributes
are converted to lowercase in the schema. You may need to consult with your RSA Web Threat
Detection administrator to change this setting if you want to execute rules with mixed-case
attribute values. For example, a user, “Joe”, has been logging on to your system, and you want to
find all the instances where he has done so. The following table shows the results that you will
receive based on the case-sensitivity settings in the regex and for the user attribute in Web Threat
Detection.
Rule

CaseSensitivity Setting for
User Attribute

Result When User is “Joe”

user=~/Joe/

On

False

user=~/Joe/

Off

True

user=~/Joe/i

On

True

user=~/Joe/i

Off

True

IP Geolocation Functions
These functions work with the IP key only. If the IP address is not found in the geolocation
database, the function returns an empty string (the exception is distance(), which returns 0).
Note: When traffic originates from an IPv6 address, geolocation data resolution only reaches
the country level. City, state, and zip code information are not included in the geolocation data
when using IPv6.
Name

Definition

Term
Type

Parameter

Value

Example

city()

Returns the city name for
the IP address.
Available for IPv4 format
only.

IP

None

String

ip.city() ==“San Francisco”

continentcod
e()

Returns the continent code IP
for the IP address.

None

String

ip.continent code() == “EUR”

country()

Returns the geolocation
country name for an IP
address.

None

String

ip.country() == “Canada”

IP
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Name

Definition

Term
Type

Parameter

Value

Example

countrycode() Returns the geolocation
country code for an IP
address.

IP

None

String

ip.countryco de() == “CA”

countrycode
3()

Returns the geolocation 3character code for an IP
address.

IP

None

String

ip.countryco de3() == “USA”

distance()

Returns the distance in
IP
miles (floating point)
between two IP addresses
based on the IP
geolocation. If either IP
address is not in the IPGeo database, returns -1.0.
If either argument is not in
valid IP notation, returns 2.0.
Available for IPv4 format
only.

String (IP
address or
expression
that results
in an IP
address)

Float

l

ip.distance('192.164.1.2')

l

ip.distance(eds('user',user,'las
t_ip'))

l

ip.distance(user.register
('last_ip'))

l

ip.distance("yahoo.com") //
returns - 2.0

dmacode()

Returns the “designated
market area” for the IP
address (only for some
locales).
Available for IPv4 format
only.

IP

None

String

ip.dmacode( )== “501”

region()

Returns the regions for the IP
IP address (same as state
for some locales).
Available for IPv4 format
only.

None

String

ip.region() ==“CA”

state()

Returns the state code for
the IP address (same as
region for some locales).
Available for IPv4 format
only.

IP

None

String

ip.state() ==“AZ”

zip()

Returns the zip code for
the IP address.
Available for IPv4 format
only.

IP

None

String

ip.zip() ==“94618”

Register Functions
These functions only work with registers.
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Name

Definition

Term
Type

Parameter

Value

Example

isregister()

Returns true (1) or false
(0) depending on whether
the named register exists
for the current key or
attribute value.

Keys &
String: the
Attributes register
name

Boolean ip.isregister(‘my_register ’) &&
(integer) ip.register(‘my_register’ ) > 10”

register(strin
g)

Returns the value of a
stored register.

Keys &
String: the
Attributes register
name

String or page.register('highamount') >300
float,
|| page.register('comment')
dependin ==“flagged”
g on
context

Key Accounting Functions
These functions return tallies of the occurrences of the key in transactions.
Name

Definition

hits(string)

percent(strin
g)

Term
Type

Parameter

Value

Example

Returns the number of
Keys
references the key has made
on the given page, bucket, or
meta-item. For example,
ip.hits('signin'), returns the
count of times the current IP
value, ip.name(), has been
the requesting IP address of
page signin. For the special
value 'total', ip.hits('total')
returns the total times the IP
address has been seen so far,
for all pages. For the special
clickbucket values, for
example 'sub1second click',
ip.hits('sub1 secondclick' )
returns the count of times
the key value was recorded in
a sub 1 second time window.

String: name
of a page,
clickbucket,
or 'total'

Integer

ip.hits('signin') > 50 ||
user.hits('sub1secondclick') > 30
||page.hits('total') > 3000

Returns the percentage (as
an integer) that the active
key value has referenced a
page. For example
ip.percent('signin') returns
the percentage of all hits
from this IP address that
were to page 'signin'.
Essentially the same as
(ip.hits('sign in')*100) /
ip.hits('total' ).

String: name
of the page

Integer

ip.percent('signin') > 25

Keys
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Name

Definition

Term
Type

uniq(key)

Returns the number of unique Keys
values defined for a key. For
example, ip.uniq('user')
returns how many different
users were found on this IP
address; users.uniq('page')
returns how many different
pages the current user hit.

Parameter

Value

Example

String: name
of key
subvalue

Integer

ip.uniq('user') > 1000 ||
user.uniq(‘page ’) < 10

Threat Score Functions
These functions return the various heuristic scores for the keys. The profile() function is an
exception in that it can only be used in Trigger Conditions rather than Threat Score Trigger
Conditions.
Name

Definition

behavior()

Parame
ter

Value

Example

Returns the behavior threat score Keys
for the key - a value from 0 to
100.
IP, User

None

Integer

ip.behavior() > 75

mib()

Returns the Man-in-the-Browser
threat score.
IP, User

Keys

None

Integer

user.mib() > 50

mim()

Returns the Man-in-the- Middle
threat score.
IP, User

Keys

None

Integer

user.mim() > 60

parameter() Returns the parameter threat
score (applies to page only).

Keys

None

Integer

page.parameter() > 70

profile()

Returns the profile threat score
for the key - a value from 0 to
100. IP or User only. Can be used
in Hourly rules.

Keys

None

Integer

user.profile() > 70

velocity()

Returns the velocity (also called
robotic) threat score.
IP, User

Keys

None

Integer

page.velocity() > 30

IP
Periodicity
Score

Periodicity indicates whether
clicks are happening at regular
periodic intervals. Periodicity can
be an indicator of fraud because
it indicates robotic behavior.

None

None

String

$ “IP Periodicity
Score”.exists()&& $ “IP
Periodicity Score”.asNumber() >
75

User
Periodicity
Score

Periodicity indicates whether
clicks are happening at regular
periodic intervals. Periodicity can

None

None

String

$ “User Periodicity
Score”.exists()&& $ “User
Periodicity Score”.asNumber() >
75
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Name

Definition

Term
Type

Parame
ter

Value

Example

be an indicator of fraud because
it indicates robotic behavior.

Transaction Timestamp Functions
These functions provide access to the value of the timestamp of a transaction.
Name

Definition

Example

time.day()*

Returns the day of the month (1–31)

time.day() > 15 // 2nd half of month

time.hour()*

Returns the hour of the day (0–23)

time.hour()>7 && time.hour()<18

time.isBusinessHours(
)*

Returns true if the hour is between 8 and 17
inclusive

time.isBusinessHours()

time.isWeekDay()*

Returns true (1) if the day is between Monday
and Friday inclusive

time.isWeekDay()

time.isWeekEnd()*

Returns true if the day is Saturday or Sunday

time.isWeekEnd()

time.millisecond()

Returns the millisecond portion of the
timestamp

time.millisecond() > 500 ...

time.minute()

Returns the minute portion of the timestamp

time.minute() == 1

time.month()*

Returns the month of the year: 1 = January

time.month() == 6 // if June

time.name()

Returns the transaction time in standard string
format: YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss.nnn

Details("transx at ",time.name());

time.now()

Returns the current system time

setregister(ip,"now",time.now());

time.second()

Returns the second portion of the timestamp

time.second() < 30 ...

time.week()*

Returns the week of the year (1–52)

time.week() == 26

time.wkday()*

Returns the day of the week. Monday = 1,
Sunday = 7

time.wkday() == 2// if Tues.

time.year()*

Returns the year of the transaction

time.year() == 2013

time()

Returns the UTC transaction time as
milliseconds since 1970

setregister(ip,"LastSeen",time());

*Time Functions with UTC Offset Argument - These time functions can take an offset argument.
Use the offset to specify the time zone hour offset (+ or -) from UTC of the function. The
argument value is expected to be in a range of 12 to -12. If the offset is greater than 12, or less
than -12, the value is set to 12, or -12, respectively. Using the offset adjusts the timestamp value
by the indicated hours. For example, if time.hour() is 12, the following expression is true:
if (time.hour() == 12 && time.hour(4) == 16 && time.hour(-10) == 2)

Transaction Data Function
You can search raw transaction data captured by RSA Web Threat Detection. You can write rules
against the following transaction lines: ARGS, RAWARGS, HEADERS, COOKIE, and SETCOOKIE.
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The rule function, “Txn()”, allows you to match an input string, for example, wikileaks, against any
of the names or values found in the transaction lines. The Txn() function can be used in
conjunction with the ‘contains’ (~) and ‘regex’(=~) operators. For example:
Txn('ARGS')~'wiki'
Note: Unlike other rules, arguments to the Txn function are case sensitive. In addition, the
function, Txn, is case sensitve. For example, txn(‘ARGS’)~ ‘wiki’ is invalid, and Txn(‘args’)~
‘wiki’ is also invalid.

Using Events in Rules
When you view scores, you can get a high-level view of the potential threats against the website.
Scores use a combination of information to assign a numeric value to the potential for threats.
However, if you want to view more granular information, you can write rules against RSA Web
Threat Detection events to find out when potentially threatening behavior occurs.
Web Threat Detection events are usually activities that occur in the clickstream, such as a change
in IP address, change in referrer status, change in user agent, change in external domain, or a
logon. The ability to write rules against events allows you to tailor your investigations to the
activity on the website. However, events also include other types of activities, such as threat
groups, which represent clusters of similar behavior.
Event Syntax
Because event names may contain spaces and other special characters, you use a different
syntax than is usually used for referencing keys and attributes. The event is preceded with a
dollar sign ($), and the event name, including any special characters, is enclosed in quotation
marks:
$“Identifier of the event”

For example, the following rule snippet uses the results from the User User-Agent Changed
event to trigger the rule action, which is to flag the transaction:
$“User User-Agent Changed”.exists()
&& action = ‘flag’;
&&badattribute = (‘user’);

Numeric Events
The values of these Web Threat Detection event names are strings. For this reason, you use
asNumber() to convert a string value to a numeric value. For events that are numeric, such
as IP Periodicity, User Periodicity, Periodicity Score, IP Referrer Status, and User Referrer
Status, the following caveats apply:
l
l

You must use asNumber() to return a numeric value.
If an event is missing, it is interpreted as an empty string, which converts to 0.0 by
asNumber(). Therefore, you always need to pair asNumber() with exists() to ensure
that you get the expected result.

Boolean Events
For boolean events, such as Login, the string value is “1” for true or “” (empty string) for
false.
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To check for a value of true, use the following syntax:
“Login Page”

To check for a false value, include the exists() check:
$"Login Page".exists() && !$"Login Page"

Events
The following table lists the RSA Web Threat Detection events, and provides a description of the
event, the value returned and an example.
Event

Description

Return Value

Example Rule

User UserOccurs when a user-agent header for a
Returns the
Agent Changed user session changes during the session. previous user
A user-agent header contains information agent
about the user agent originating the
request, such as the web-browser,
version, and platform.

$“User User-Agent
Changed”.exists()

IP User-Agent
Changed

Occurs when the user-agent header for
Returns the
an IP session changes during the session. previous user
A user-agent header contains information agent
about the user agent originating the
request, such as the web-browser,
version, and platform.

$“IP User-Agent Changed”.exists()

IP Changed
Event

Occurs when an IP address changes
during a user session. Changing an IP
address during a session can be an
indication of a Man-in-the-Middle attack.

Returns the
previous IP
address

$“IP Changed Event”.exists()

IP Changed
(first two
octets)

Occurs when the IP address changes in
the first two octets during a session. A
change in the first two octets is likely to
indicate a major change in IP address
given that domains typically own blocks
of IP addresses with the same first two
octets and differing last two octets.

Returns the
previous IP
address

$“IP Changed (first two
octets)”.exists()

IP Changed
(territoriality)

Occurs when part of an IP address that
represents a change in territory changes
during the session. The IP Changed
(territoriality) event displays changes in
territoriality using the following numeric
code and string:

Returns the
$“IP Changed
numeric
(territoriality)”.exists()
representation
of the
territoriality.
For example, if
the changed
territoriality is a
country, 4 is
returned.

l

4 - The country differs

l

5 - The continent differs

An IP address is flagged as IP Change
(territoriality) if there is a change in
territoriality of 4 (country) or higher.
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Event

Description

Return Value

Example Rule

User Referrer
Status

The referrer indicates where the
transaction originated. It is helpful in
determining fraudulent behavior if the
referrer is unusual. For example, if the
referrer is empty, it could be indicative of
a robotic attack. The User Referrer
Status score displays referrer status
using the following numeric code and
string:

Returns the
numeric code
for the user
referrer status
change.

$“User Referrer Status”.exists()&&
$ “User Referrer
Status”.asNumber()> 4

Returns the
numeric code
for the IP
referrer status
change.

$“IP Referrer Status”.exists()&& $
“IP Referrer Status”.asNumber()> 4

IP Referrer
Status
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l

0 - forward (Indicates a forward
click)

l

1 - refresh (Indicates the page was
refreshed)

l

2 - back (Indicates the back button
was pressed)

l

3 - revisit (Indicates that a page is
being revisited)

l

4 - leap (Indicates a leap to a page
not previously visited—possibly a
bookmark or search result)

l

5 - related (Navigation from a related
website)

l

6 - external (Navigation from an
external website)

l

7 - empty (Referrer is empty)

The referrer indicates where the
transaction originated. It is helpful in
determining fraudulent behavior if the
referrer is unusual. For example, if the
referrer is empty, it could be indicative of
a robotic attack. The IP Referrer Status
score displays referrer status using the
following numeric code and string:
l

0 - forward (Indicates a forward
click)

l

1 - refresh (Indicates the page was
refreshed)

l

2 - back (Indicates the back button
was pressed)

l

3 - revisit (Indicates that a page is
being revisited)

l

4 - leap (Indicates a leap to a page
not previously visited—possibly a
bookmark or search result)

l

5 - related (Navigation from a related
website)
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Event

Description
l

6 - external (Navigation from an
external website)

l

7 - empty (Referrer is empty)

Return Value

Example Rule

IP External
Domain
Changed

Indicates that the domain of the referrer
field changed from an external domain to
a different domain during an IP session.
This can occur when a click has a referrer
and the referrer is from a different
domain than the previous click.

Returns the
name of the
external
domain that
was the
previous
referrer.

$“IP External Domain
Changed”.exists()

User External
Referrer
Domain
Changed

Indicates that the domain of the referrer
field changed from an external domain to
a different domain for a user session.
When this value is displayed, the event
shows the name of the external domain
that was the previous referrer.

Returns the
name of the
external
domain that
was the
previous
referrer.

$“User External Domain
Changed”.exists()

Login Page

Indicates when the logon page is
accessed. The Login Page event identifies
transactions where the page is one of the
configured logon pages. Unusual logon
page activity, such as frequent attempts
to log on, can be indicative of fraud, such
as a password guessing attack.

Returns true
$“Login Page"
“1” or false “”
(empty string)
depending on
whether the
logon page was
accessed.

IP Periodicity

An indicator of the periodic behavior for
an IP session. Periodicity indicates
whether clicks are happening at regular
periodic intervals. Periodicity can be an
indicator of fraud because it indicates
robotic behavior.

Returns the
estimated
period of clicks
measured in
seconds.

$“IP Periodicity”.exists() && $”IP
Periodicity”.asNumber() > 1.5

User
Periodicity

An indicator of the periodic behavior for a
user session. Periodicity indicates
whether clicks are happening at regular
periodic intervals. Periodicity can be an
indicator of fraud because it indicates
robotic behavior.

Returns the
estimated
period of clicks
measured in
seconds.

$“User Periodicity”.exists() &&
$”User Periodicity”.asNumber() >
1.5

Threat group

Indicates that a group of IP addresses
show similar behavior. To write rules
against threat groups, you need to create
a threat group.

Returns true
$“Threat Group”
“1” if the threat
group exists or
false “”(empty
string) if it
does not exist.

External Data Store (EDS) Function
This function returns the values stored in an External Data Store (EDS) file located on the server.
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Name

Parameter

Value

Example

eds(string,
expression,
string)

string: name of EDS file
expression: the key to reference in
the EDS file

Determined
by context
(default is
string)

eds(‘ip_risk _score’,ip.name(),’risk_score’) >
0.5&&eds(‘ip_risk_score’,ip.name(),’
risk_score’) != 0

string: the name of the value to
return, case sensitive

When evaluating ip.name() or user.name(), a zero (0) is returned if a match is not found in
the EDS. Hence, you should always check for an EDS entry not equaling zero:
(eds('ip_fico',ip.name(),'FICO')>999)&&(eds('ip_fico',ip.name(),'FICO')!=0)
l

Because the ampersand (&) is the delimiter character for HTML parameters, ampersands
within EDS data must be escaped with a backslash (\).

l

EDS parameter/value matches are case sensitive. Values returned by the name() rule function
are always lowercase, so the values in the EDS file must also be in lowercase.

You need to enclose literal strings in quotation marks or they are assumed to be a parameter. In the
following example, the string “abc” needs to be escaped, otherwise the match is always true
because the unquoted term "abc" is seen as a transaction query string argument parameter:
if (eds('nonexistenteds',user.name(),'whatever')==abc

which is ultimately resolved to and evaluated as:
if (eds('nonexistenteds',user.name(),'whatever')==abc.name())

which resolves to:
if ( "" == "" )

which evaluates as true. Using “abc” would resolve as:
if ( “” == “abc” )

which evaluates as false.

EDS File Naming and Format
EDS files must follow the following naming and formatting guidelines.
EDS File Location
The directory for EDS files is created and configured during the installation and initial configuration
process, usually in the /var/opt/silvertail/data/eds directory. For tenant rules that
reference EDS information in a multi-tenancy configuration, EDS files must be located in ../
<edsPath>/<tenant_name>.
For more information, see the RSA Web Threat Detection Installation and Upgrade Guide.
EDS File Format
l

EDS files must be in UNIX format. (DOS formatted EDS files are not supported).

l

For IPv4:
n
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l

n

Each line in the EDS file represents an IP address.

n

Each line uses this format: 65.65.65.0&SafeIP=true

n

For CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing) notation, you can include a range of IP
addresses in one entry: 123.45.0.0/16&SafeIP=true

n

An example of a rule: (eds('ip_file',ip.name(),'SafeIP')=='true')

For IPv6:
n

The EDS file must not have a prefix of "ip". For example: external_ips.eds

n

Each line uses this format: 2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334&SafeIP=true

n

CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing) notation is not supported for IPv6 format; you
cannot include IP addresses as a range in the eds files. You must specify each IP address in
the range as a separate entry.

n

An example of a rule: (eds('external_ips',ip.name(),'SafeIP')=='true')

Alert Variables
You can use the following alert values in hourly and realtime rules as variables in functions.
Alert Variables

Description

subhalfsecondclick

Number of times that there was less than half a second between clicks

sub1secondclick

Number of times that there was between a half second and one second
between clicks

sub3secondclick

Number of times that there was between one and three seconds
between clicks

sub5secondclick

Number of times that there was between three and five seconds
between clicks

sub10secondclick

Number of times that there was between five and ten seconds between
clicks

normalclick

Number of times that there was more than 10 seconds between clicks

total

Total number of times that any page requests were made by the user or
IP address
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CHAPTER 17
Multi-Tenant Environment

The RSA Web Threat Detection multi-tenant solution gives you more flexibility in your threat
detection capabilities using multiple tenants.
This multi-tenancy solution allows you to look at threats and write rules in two different ways. You
can see all of the threats across all of the monitored tenants combined, and you can see the
threats that are specific to individual tenants. You can also write rules that act only on a specific
tenant. As an example, a large retailer might have a separate tenant for each affiliate or subsidiary.
In such a deployment, the retailer can view transactions and reporting for individual subsidiaries or
a combined view of all transactions.
A service provider may have a separate tenant for each customer, keeping the data for each
customer separate. A tenant can create RSA Web Threat Detection users who can log on and view
their own data, but cannot view any data (even tenant names) for the other customers.
l
l
l
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User Interface in a Multi-Tenancy Environment
In a multi-tenant environment, the user interface varies based on the user permissions.
If you are global user with tenant management and user management and/or rules authoring and
reporting permissions, the View Tenant field in the Administration application allows you to select
either the global view or any of the tenants for which you have permissions. Once you have
selected the scope, proceed as usual to create users and rules, or make configuration changes.
The user interface varies depending on the selection. For information on what each user type can
access in the user interface, see User Permissions on page 18.
A global user with tenant management permissions can create either global level users, rules and
reports which will be inherited by all tenants, or tenant-level users, rules, and reports, depending
on the scope selected in the view tenant field.
A tenant level user with user management and rules authoring and reporting permissions can
create users, rules and reports specific only to that tenant.
In order to view the data for a specific tenant in the Forensics application, log in as that tenant in
the login screen. For more information, see Log On to Web Threat Detection Applications on page
16.
Configuration Manager in a Multi-Tenant Environment
In a deployment where each tenant has different websites and different data in the http request
and response, customers can configure the system to use the tenant-specific data in customized
rules, search results and clickstream view for each of the tenants. Selectors, extractors, and
attributes can be configured per tenant, customizing the data presented for each tenant.
l

When a user with global permissions selects a specific tenant scope, the Silvertap and Schema
sections only display the selectors, extractor, attributes and privileges that are specific to that
tenant. Global elements are only visible in the global view.

l

When using the Adaptive Authentication Transaction Scoring feature and using an attribute
defined at a tenant level, the tenant attributes must be included in the ATTRIBUTES section of
the Kafka message.

l

If the tenant Schema has an attribute with the same id as a global attribute, the tenant
attribute configuration overrides the global attribute configuration for that tenant.

l

The lists of URLs for login and logout pages in the tenant Schema is a single list for all tenants
and all derivatives of that tenant.

Select the Scope in a Multi-Tenancy Environment
In a multi-tenant environment, the user interface varies based on the user permissions.
About this task
If you are global user with tenant management and user management and/or rules authoring and
reporting permissions, the View Tenant field in the Administration application allows you to select
either the global view or any of the tenants for which you have permissions. Once you have
selected the scope, proceed as usual to create users and rules, or make configuration changes.
The user interface varies depending on the selection. For information on what each user type can
access in the user interface, see User Permissions on page 18.
In order to view the data for a specific tenant in the Forensics application, log in as that tenant in
the login screen. For more information, see Log On to Web Threat Detection Applications on page
16.
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Procedure
1. Log on to the Administration application.
2. Select global or a specific tenant from the drop-down list on the top right of the window.

Add a Tenant
A user with tenant management permissions for a specific tenant has access to the Tenants page
in the Administration application. On the Tenants page , you can add or delete tenants.
About this task
Note: Adding tenants increases the use of system resources. Consult your system
administrator before adding tenants.
Procedure
1. Log in to the Administration application.
2. In the navigation bar, click Tenants, then click Add Tenant.
3. Specify a tenant ID, display name, and server IP address or URL, depending on your
configuration.
l

l

When entering a tenant URL:
n

Use only lowercase letters.

n

Use a full URL if the URL contains a substring of the URL of an existing tenant.
For example, if you have a tenant with a URL of www.mysite.com. If within that
domain, there is a finance subdirectory, if you want to create another tenant to
capture all of the traffic in multiple locations within the finance section, such as
www.mysite.com/finance/department_a and in www.mysite.com/
finance/department_b, make sure to use the full URL for each of the subfolders
(www.mysite.com/finance/department_b/info.html ) and not a partial URL
that is within the original domain (www.mysite.com/finance/.)

When entering a tenant ID:
n

Use only lowercase letters.

n

Do not include the following special characters: forward slash(/) or colon(:).

n

Do not include spaces. Make sure there are no leading or trailing spaces.

4. Click Add and then OK.
Results
Reports on newly collected data for the new tenant will be available at the beginning of the next
hour.
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